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SUMMARY
\
Engineering and operations of modern engineered systems depend critically upon detailed design and
operations knowledge that is accurate and authoritative. The purpose of a design and operations
knowledge support system (DOKSS) is to provide convenient and effective access to this multifaceted
information for design support and operations support. While such systems are relatively new, those
that do exist have proven their cost-effectiveness, saving up to 20 percent of engineered system
development cost, and have enabled improvements in quality and risk management.
A DOKSS is a modern computer-based information system providing knowledge about the creation,
evolution, and operation of an engineered system. By using a distributed network of computer work-
stations to provide connectivity to numerous users and suppliers of design and operations knowledge,
convenient access to accurate information is practical for multiple, geographically separated organi-
zations. These information systems can be established by integrating commercial, off-the-shelf
products with existing, in-use hardware and software. The ideal is that there should be a DOKSS so
useful no one would think of proceeding without using it.
Conveniently accessible knowledge about the design of hardware and software, together with essen-
tial underlying rationale about "why" objects in a system were designed, built, and operated the way
they were, is critical in accomplishing such major activities as systems design, engineering, and inte-
gration. The nature of these major activities for complex systems, which are usually accomplished by
different personnel and organizations at different locations, depends on accurate, up-to-date
information.
Design knowledge encompasses not only "what" the substance of a design is, but "how" it has evolved
to its current configuration and "why" it satisfies functional requirements. This designer's knowledge
is composed of object descriptions and assertions about these objects and their design. Designer's
knowledge may include functional requirements, criteria or intent for selection of a design approach or
solution, analyses results and conclusions, and assertions concerning expected object behavior.
A DOKSS provides access to many levels of information about the design of engineered systems and
the process which the designers followed in order to reach the current design. Because a DOKSS con-
tains so many different types of facts about both accepted and rejected designs, it makes it much easier
to modify an engineered system. By making this information available through a distributed DOKSS,
designers are able to explore new avenues without duplicating past failures. Two benefits of DOKSS's
are that they shorten the design cycle by eliminating previously considered false trails and they help
to accomplish higher quality products with less effort and decrease the overall cost by providing simple
"what ii" analyses which allow engineers to test the impact of their design decisions before they are
put into effect. Finally, ifa system should fail, failure analysis (which is very difficult without access
to detailed design information) can be facilitated by tracking the design knowledge (design decisions
and rationale) which was collected throughout the life cycle of the failed system.
An examination of existing technology shows that DOKSS's exist in industry which have proven cost
beneficial and that the technology will support a DOKSS, including design knowledge capture, for
Space Station Freedom (SSF). A DOKSS approach has been defined for the Lyndon B. Johnson Space
XV
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Center (JSC) and the Work Package-2 (WP-2) portion of the SSF program. The configuration of this
DOKSS will make maximum use of existing hardware and software and will be compatible with SSF
program elements such as the Technical and Management Information System (TMIS) and the Soft-
ware Support Environment (SSE). Networking with DOKSS's of other SSF program elements can be
accomplished through TMIS or by other data transfer mechanisms.
Currently, JSC and WP-2 McDonnell Douglas Space Systems Company (MDSSC) design knowledge
support teams are capturing high-level design decision rationale. At this stage of the SSF program,
the impact of this DOKSS activity on SSF engineers is minimal. The DOKSS will eventually contain
knowledge about all the design related issues associated with the JSC/WP-2 component of SSF. In
order to achieve this goal, copies of reports, problems, action items, and resolutions of problems which
are pertinent to the "design" of all engineered elements and systems must be provided to the DOKSS
personnel. Sources of these kinds of information include (but are not limited to) trade studies, design
reviews, and various "Board" decisions:
As the SSF program progresses, the level of the design knowledge will become more and more detailed.
During the 1990's, when the lower-level detailed design issues will be addressed, the impact of the
DOKSS will become greater. In order to aid in the design knowledge capture process, the DOKSS will
provide automated tools through designer's desktop computer workstations. It will be necessary for
DOKSS personnel to make a coordinated effort with SSF designers in order to identify useful knowl-
edge capture tools. The DOKSS will also provide tools to aid the design decision process. Simple
simulation models which access the DOKSS will help to determine the impact of local design decisions
on the overall SSF environment.
A DOKSS is advantageous to all designers, engineers, and managers of any complex engineered
system like SSF. It requires a commitment to cooperation, but relatively little effort from engineering
personnel. There needs to be a value structure within the organization and program that makes clear
the importance of supplying "complete" design knowledge and that the consequences of even minor
omissions can be serious. This value structure is required to enforce the discipline which is required to
enter the knowledge because the knowledge source (who is most familiar with the knowledge and has
the least use for it) tends to view entering the knowledge as unimportant. The immediate and long-
term benefits are significant, particularly if it is necessary to redesign any part of the SSF's subsys-
tems or elements. The operations benefits accrue over the longest period.
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SECTION1
INTRODUCTION
Conveniently accessible knowledge about the design of hardware and software and their interfaces,
together with essential underlying rationale (MacLean et al., May 1989) as to why objects in a system
were designed, built, and operated the way they were, is critical in accomplishing such major activities
as system design, including design analysis and evaluation; systems engineering; manufacturing;
systems integration, assembly, and checkout; improving quality; operations and operations support
for maintenance and logistics, planning, training, control, fault diagnosis, repair, performance
improvement, and robotics; sustaining engineering; and evolution.
The nature of these major activities for complex systems, which are usually accomplished by different
personnel and organizations at different locations, depends critically on detailed knowledge that is
accurate and authoritative. Certain aspects of advanced automation such as fault diagnosis by
knowledge-based systems cannot be accomplished without access to design knowledge. The impact of
having the knowledge easily accessible is that these essential activities can be more easily accom-
plished. These activities are difficult and time consuming without convenient access to such
knowledge.
The retention and use of design data, and to some extent, design knowledge, is an integral part of
large-scale engineered system development within NASA. However, it is largely a manual and paper-
based process. For the SSF program, a TMIS will provide standards and connectivity, as well as some
data bases. The concepts discussed herein build on TMIS, the SSE, and other program capabilities
with an open systems approach.
The purpose ofa DOKSS is to provide convenient and effective access to the required knowledge. A
DOKSS is a modern computer-based information system providing knowledge about the design and
operation of an engineered system for a purpose: quality through accuracy. By using a distributed
network to provide connectivity to numerous users and suppliers of design knowledge, convenient
access to accurate design knowledge is practical for multiple, geographically separated organizations.
This convenient access increases effectiveness, efficiency, and productivity, supporting efforts focussed
on improving quality and making these DOKSS's cost-effective as well. A unified system provides
leverage through analysis tools and access to knowledge to greatly improve the effectiveness and
productivity of personnel in these activity areas due to convenient access, reduced data handling,
unified knowledge repository, unified configuration control, improved communication accuracy, and
availability of key knowledge.
One definition of quality is the degree of compliance with user requirements. Another definition is
that quality is meeting the customer's needs over the life cycle of the product at the best value to the
customer (Bunn, 7 February 1989). This definition clearly implies that quality is the responsibility of
everyone in the program, from earliest design to operational use. Knowledge of the requirements and
engineered system certainly improves the ability to achieve compliance and to manage the risk of not
achieving user requirements in terms of operational performance, life cycle costs, and schedule
constraints. In fact, improved quality brings lower costs and improved schedules.
Thenotionof knowledge about the design and operation of an engineered system being practical and
useful is not new, but the notion of putting it in a support system (figure 1) to be delivered in advance
of, and operated with, the engineered system is a recent advance. While such systems are relatively
new and NASA has not had much experience with them, the systems that do exist have proven their
cost-effectiveness and enabled improvements in quality and risk management.
ENGINEERED SYSTEM
DESIGN AND OPERATIONS KNOWLE DGE SUPPORT SYSTE M
Contains
Design and Operations
Knowledge about the
Engineered System
Users: Engineers,designers,operations
personnel,crew,program managers,
operationssupport,training
Figure 1.- Schematic showing relationship of an
engineered system, its DOKSS, and the design through
operations knowledge contained in the support system
which is made available to the various users.
The complexity of SSF's systems, elements, interfaces, and organizations makes convenient access to
design knowledge especially important, when compared to simpler systems. The life cycle length,
being 30 or more years, adds a new dimension to space operations, maintenance, and evolution. SSF
operations of assembly, verification, and maintenance occur on-orbit rather than on the ground, which
also increases the need for easy access to design knowledge for real-time, safety critical operations.
For user convenience, it is also important to use compatible DOKSS's for the National Space Trans-
portation System (NSTS) program as for the SSF program. In turn, these support systems need to be
compatible with emerging industry and Department of Defense (DOD) standards for product
descriptions and graphics exchange.
2
ThistechnicalmemorandumprovidesareviewanddiscussionofDOKSS'stobedeliveredandoper-
atedasacriticalpartoftheengineeredsystem."Delivery"maybein-placewith remoteaccessvia
networksratherthantotalshipmentoasinglelocation.Continualupdatingisassumed.Examina-
tionsaremadeofthedefinitionofdesignknowledgevaluableenoughtobea requirement, and
DOKSS's which aid the creation and use of this design knowledge are addressed. The motivations for
these DOKSS's are discussed, including different levels of automated support in a DOKSS and the
benefits to advanced automation. A brief discussion is provided of some current industry and govern-
ment DOKSS's which are cost-effective for conducting business, at least in large organizations or large
projects involving multiple organizations.
A concept of a design and operations knowledge support system for SSF is presented. This is intended
to clarify many of the features for the many users and suppliers of knowledge about SSF as the devel-
opment of the DOKSS occurs. This is followed by a detailed discussion of such a system for the JSC
and WP-2 portions of SSF. Four example scenarios for using a DOKSS for SSF are provided.
A major portion of this technical memorandum is a review and assessment of the technology under-
lying design and operations knowledge support systems. The review section supports the conclusion
that the technology is adequate today to support DOKSS's for major aerospace systems. Can the
technology be improved? Certainly. It is being improved every day. But these improvements should
not keep anyone from proceeding with implementing such systems today, because cost-effectiveness
and quality improvements to the engineered systems and their operations have already been achieved.
An important and powerful implementation concept for a DOKSS is the object-oriented paradigm for
modeling. This concept supports a high degree of modularity of software for user interfaces and data
bases of text and graphics and enables capabilities such as mouseable graphics and text linked to data
bases of a very broad range of flexible representations. A discussion of this is provided in section 5.
In part, this technical memorandum grew out of the efforts of a subcommittee of NASA's Advanced
Technology Advisory Committee (ATAC) to review the state of the art in design knowledge capture
technology and systems in the fall of 1987. Mr. Donald Wechsler wrote the material for the subcom-
mittee and it was subsequently reviewed and commented upon by ATAC. Mr. Wechsler updated this
material for a MITRE working paper and this forms the basis for section 4. Other material was gen-
erated and presented to management at NASA Headquarters and JSC and forms the basis of sections
2, 3, and 5. User scenarios were developed by McDonnell Douglas and adapted for this report. Jon
Gilbert, Dick Baker, and Donald Woods of McDonnell Douglas reviewed the preliminary draft and
provided significant additional inputs. Dr. R. Kent Lennington of Lockheed Missiles and Space
Company supplied the section on the SSE. Mr. James Dragg, Lockheed Engineering and Sciences
Company contractor, provided technical writing support.
Credit is given the Space Station Automation Study participants, the Cal Space led Automation and
Robotics Panel (ARP), and in particular, SRI International, with bringing attention to the require-
ment for and usefulness of design knowledge in 1984.

SECTION 2
DESIGN KNOWLEDGE
MOTIVATION FOR USE
A DOKSS is useful to anyone who has a need for knowledge about the design and operation of a
system, whether it is an automobile, industrial plant, aircraft, or spacecraft. The technical personnel
and managers come from engineering, operations, operations support, and project offices performing
tasks such as design, design analysis and evaluation, systems engineering, manufacturing, assembly
and integration, sustaining engineering, operations procedure development, and training.
Examples of DOKSS's in United States industry show they result in cost savings over the life cycle of
systems and result in more effective activities such as systems engineering. General Motors, for
example, has found that the biggest impact area for their DOKSS has been more effective and efficient
systems engineering and integration for each model car they manufacture. They have also saved
millions of dollars by employing such systems. Major architectural and engineering firms have also
found, that by adopting such support systems, they can deliver projects under budget and in less time
than normally scheduled. The support systems help to shorten the design cycle and help to accomplish
higher quality work in the time allotted.
The complexity of SSF's systems, elements, interfaces, and organizations makes convenient access to
design knowledge especially important. The life cycle length of 30 or more years on-orbit adds a new
dimension to space operations, maintenance, and evolution. SSF operations of assembly, verification,
and maintenance occur on-orbit rather than on the ground, which also increases the need for easy
access to design knowledge for safety critical operations.
Of course, systems, even complex ones, can be built and operated without machine-intelligible design
knowledge capture and use (just as one might operate a bank with a manual bookkeeping and paper
handling system without a unified computer system), but it is more costly and slower to do so.
There are significantly different levels of automated support in DOKSS's. The paper document system
of obtaining design knowledge, which has historically been used, has major deficiencies in comparison
to a system in which the knowledge is retained in machine usable form. A major problem with paper
document systems is an inability to keep multiple sets of documents current with constantly occurring
changes. Inaccuracies begin to enter through not keeping current and the users are many, which
multiplies the cost of keeping current. Also, when a use of design knowledge is attempted, the form is
generally inappropriate. It is inefficient and error prone, at best, to search through the documents to
find what is needed and then put it into the form needed for use, such as in an analysis program. The
suppliers of the knowledge in paper document systems more often must "come with" the knowledge.
That is, more of their time is used to support the reader of the documents with in-person interpreta-
tions. Many times, these and other deficiencies have caused the designer's knowledge to be retained in
volatile form in the heads of humans, with operations personnel left too often to their own devices,
such as looking at selected operating variables and parameters over time as a means to cope with lack
of design knowledge.
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Thefirst levelofautomatedsupportisprovidedwhenamachineformofthedocumentsi available.
A secondlevelofautomatedsupportisprovidedwhenthemachine-interpretableformoftheknowl-
edgeisautomaticallytranslatedintothe inputformofvarioussuppliedvalue-addedsoftware
applicationsuchascomputeraideddesign(CAD),computeraidedengineering(CAE),computer
aidedmanufacturing(CAM)systems,anddatabasemanagementsystems.Systemswhichprovidea
useraccesstoanyorall ofthedatainanyorall ofthedistributedsystemsarecalledintegrated.
Knowledgerepresentationforautomationapplicationsin theengineeredsystemmayrequirea
differentformofrepresentationasdiscussednext.
A third levelofautomatedsupportisprovidedwhen"knowledgengineering"approaches,utilizing
artificial intelligence(AI) technology,areappliedinanattempttocapturewhatwasdoneaftermostof
thedesigniscompleted.Theprimaryknowledgerepresentationin theseknowledge-basedsystemsor
expertsystemsmaybein specializedformssuchasrule-basedknowledgebaseswhichrepresentthe
expertiseofthedesignengineeraboutaparticularengineeredsystemin termsofheuristicsor "if-
then"rules.Toachievetheknowledgeacquisitionandrepresentationvocabularyandtoolsnecessary
tosupportthis levelofautomationfully, severalyearsofdevelopmentwill berequired.Manyknowl-
edgeacquisitiontoolsareavailableandcanbeusedtoadvantage.
A fourthlevelofautomatedsupportisprovidedwhendesignexpertsystemsubstantiallytakeonthe
functionoftheengineeranddesignerandincreasetheirproductivitysubstantially.Althoughdesign
expertsystemshavebeendevelopedandareoperatingwith tremendousadvantagefor thosewhoare
usingthem,theyarenotyettothepointofcoveringthebroadrangeofdesignproblemsinageneric
wayin large,complexsystems.
Thesecondlevel of automation has been selected here as appropriate and sufficient for a DOKSS for
SSF because the essential functionality is provided (see section 3) and can be delivered by integrating
commercially available, off-the-shelf(e.g., COTS} products. The third and fourth levels can be added
incrementally, but are insufficient at present without the second level.
There are viewpoints on design knowledge use stemming from automation and from robotics which
are discussed in greater detail later in this section. In automation, the systems engineering and
integration across interfaces for automated functions of monitoring and control, planning and sched-
uling, resource management, fault diagnosis, and others requires detailed knowledge of the hardware
and software in distributed systems and the functional and timing details necessary to coordinate
across systems. In addition, knowledge-based systems or expert systems for fault diagnosis depend on
the knowledge of how a system component was designed to function and why it was designed that way
in order to connect symptoms of anomalous behavior to hypothesized faults. In robotics, knowledge of
the detailed geometry of the object or system being attended is necessary to accomplish assembly, re-
pair, and servicing tasks. The broader uses of design knowledge provide the major justification, but
the automation and robotics benefits of improved safety, reliability, and productivity cannot be
achieved, generally, without readily accessible design knowledge. This knowledge can be obtained
directly from the designer or through a DOKSS.
6
GENERALREQUIREMENTS
Accurateandauthoritativedesignknowledgeisrequiredtosupporteffortstoreduceandcontrolrisks
andachievehighqualityin engineering,manufacturing,andoperations.Thelargestsinglefactor
whichdeterminesthecostofdesignknowledgecaptureis theboundswhichareestablishedonthe
knowledgetobecaptured.Notall designoroperationsknowledgeneedstobecapturedin machine-
interpretableformandstoredfor futureretrievalanduse.Lifecycledesignandoperationsknowledge
aboutanengineeredsystemhastobeavalidrequirementbeforeit isvaluableenoughtobeput into
machine-interpretableform,i.e.,aspecificusehasbeenidentifiedwhichdefinesin detailthenatureof
theknowledgeneeded.However,if theengineeredsystemis large,complex,anddistributedwith
operationalrequirementstosupportreal-time,long-termnonstop,andmissionandsafetycritical
functions,thenmoreoftheknowledgeisvaluablecomparedtosmallerandsimplerapplications.
Thedefinitionoftherequirementsforwhatandwhentocapturedesignknowledgein machine-
intelligibleformisderivedfromananalysisoftheneedsin theselectedmajorprogramactivities.The
personnelwhocarryoutvariousmajorprogramactivitiesaretheonestobeconsultedindefiningand
recommendingtomanagementtheusesthat anintegrateddesignknowledgesystemmustsupport.
Thesoftwaremodels,analysis,andaccesstoolsthattheDOKSScontainswill, in turn,definethe
knowledgetocaptureandsomeboundsontheknowledge(data)requirementsofthesesoftwaretools.
Anexampleofasoftwareanalysistoolisaprogramforthermalandstressanalysesofaspace
structure.
Theneedforaccurate,authoritative,design,andoperationsknowledge(figure2)startswith
engineeredsystemuserrequirements,engineeringrequirements,andthefunctionalflowofthese
requirementsfromtopleveltosubbreakdownsin thesystemhierarchyinsuchawaythat visibility
intoauthoritativerequirementsandtraceabilityiseasilycomputed.Then,changesin requirements
canbetracedtochangesindesignandoperationin orderthattheir impactcanbeestimatedin benefit
andcosttermsandallowevaluationofalternativeapproachestoiterationsofrequirementsand
design.
Theneedcontinuesthroughconceptualandpreliminarydesigntofinal design,with thefocusshifting
tothedesignobjectsandtheir attributesin termsoftheir structure,function,andbehavior.Function
refers to selected purposes or roles performed by the object, while behavior refers to the manner of
carrying out actions and responses to environmental stimuli. Thus, descriptions of these aspects
(objects and attributes) of design are valuable. Designer's knowledge is also valuable for systems
engineering and operations purposes. Synthesized knowledge in the form of models is needed. Such
things as intentions and assumptions are added requirements to give the relevant domain "knowledge
resources"of the designer. "Reasoning paths" of the designer are also a part of designer's knowledge
including such things as analyses, explanations, and rationale of why the object is designed this way.
The need continues through development, testing, and evaluation. Knowledge of as-built aspects and
testing results as a function of degree of integration along with the evaluations are useful. One of the
largest benefits of access to accurate design knowledge is in the integration of engineered systems.
The need continues through operations and maintenance phases with performance improvement,
growth, and evolution supported by detailed knowledge of the current design and operation.
PROGRAM DESIGN AND OPERATIONS KNOWLEDGE
PHASE
1
Traceability User Requirements Engineering Requirements
......................... t....................... t...............
I Engineered System Description I
I I I
ConceptualDesigns
I PreliminaryD signs
I FinalDesigns
• Attributes
+ Structure
+ Function
+ Behavior
• Designer's knowledge
+ lntentions/Assu m ptions
+ Reasoning paths
+ Models
• Failure modes and effects analyses
Development
Test and
Evaluation
Operations j
Maintenance I
Growth and
EvolutionI
Traceabitity
• As-built aspects
• Test results
• Evaluations
• Assembly
• Configurations
• Performance characteristics
• Operations procedures
• Training
• Logistics
• Reliability(availability, MTBF, etc.)
• Changes
Figure 2.- Functional flow of design knowledge requirements.
The discussion herein has been following one dimension, "perspective," of three parameters of the
definition of design knowledge for engineered systems. Namely, the answer to "What design know-
ledge is of interest?" comes from the identified uses of the knowledge. Where these uses are different,
g, |ithen the perspectives of knowledge about thedesign object are d_ffereht. The--s-elected uses dei_he ....
the detailed limit or bound on What knowledge should:be put into machine-interpretable form.
But"howmuch"detail is neededThisdeterminesthevolumeof knowledgein anotherdimension.A
certain"visibility" is requiredandappropriate,beyondwhichthevaluediminishes.Thevaluein this
visibility dimensioncanbeestimatedby theproductof the probabilityof failure with the impact of
failure in terms of damage, lost product, and cost of restoration. For example, if a design object has a
high reliability and negligible results from failure, then the object will have a low visibility rating. An
assembly of components would have a greater visibility than one subcomponent. Thus, a "visibility
threshold" can be set on the level of detail using this measure of value.
The answer to the "How often" question in defining design knowledge valuable enough to require in
machine form is given by: any "version" significantly different enough to be described as having
quantitatively or qualitatively significant differences is to be treated as another version. An accurate
accounting of changes and their rationale is required for each version. Tens of different versions are
frequently used to achieve a "baseline" version.
For consistency reasons, the selection decisions on uses, level of detail, and versions should be made by
management at the top-most, system-wide level, not separately, in uncoordinated ways, at lower
levels of responsibility where only portions of the system are addressed.
Why design "knowledge?" Why not design information or design data? Design data to many people
are just the uninterpreted or unreduced raw values for various attributes of the design objects. They
are necessary to have, but are not sufficient. Design information contains distilled descriptions of the
arrangements of design objects and their related structure, function, and behavior. Again, they are
necessary to have, but are still not sufficient. But when we add the knowledge of the designer about
the rationale of the design, the intentions and assumptions from the expertise of the designer, and
synthesized models derived from the design, this truly becomes design knowledge. Design knowledge
includes the necessary design data and design information, but adds an important ingredient of
synthesis, designer's knowledge, to what constitutes the essence of a design.
Design knowledge encompasses not only what the substance of a design is, but how and why it satisfies
functional requirements. Design knowledge is composed of design objects, their descriptions, and
declarations or assertions called "designer's knowledge." Designer's knowledge may include func-
tional requirements, criteria or intent for selection of a design approach or solution, declarations of
analysis results and conclusions, and assertions concerning expected design object behavior.
Therefore, the general definition of life cycle design and operations knowledge valuable enough to
require in machine-interpretable form can be summarized as follows:
a. " Bounded descriptions of requirements and design objects, both hardware and software
b. The arrangement and attributes (structure, function, and behavior) of the design objects
C° The designer's knowledge consisting of knowledge resources (intentions and assumptions), synthe-
sized knowledge (models), and reasoning paths (explanations, analyses, and rationale) of the
designer and others as to why an engineered system was designed, built, and integrated the way it
was
The bounded descriptions mentioned above provide partial limits on the content of what knowledge
(identified uses or perspectives) is needed, how much detail to provide (risk-control-based visibility
thresholded on value) and how often knowledge is needed (sufficiently different versions). Reasoning
paths include analyses and rationale on design options not pursued to conclusion, including rationale
for termination.
A more detailed definition of design (through operations) knowledge is given by describing in greater
detail the necessary aspects of arrangement, structure, function, behavior, intentions, assumptions,
synthesized models, explanations, analyses, and rationale. Examples of such detail for structure
include dimensions (units), materials, and weight.
To the above design knowledge must be added: operations knowledge on assembly, configurations in
use, performance measurements as a way of approaching improvement, development and support,
logistics records, reliability parameters, and other historical data useful for improvement of
operations.
SUPPORT FOR ADVANCED AUTOMATION
In addition to the general requirements, specific aspects and needs for design knowledge arise which
are related to advanced automation.
Failure management is an important function of operations. Failure management maximizes, during
operations, the end-to-end productivity and functionality of an engineered system in the presence of
indications of failed portions of the system, by keeping or returning the productivity and functionality
to the desired level as promptly as possible. Restoration of the desired level of redundancy is also
included.
Fault diagnosis is a major portion of failure management. One of the more mature and cost-effective
applications of artificial intelligence technology is fault diagnosis of an engineered system to substan-
tially improve the system reliability and thus productivity of operation. This application involves
several requirements, one of which is design knowledge useful in establishing cause and effect reason-
ing. The level in the system hierarchy to which isolation of the fault is traced must be specified. In
spacecraft, this might be to the orbital replaceable unit (ORU) level or to the "board" or even to the
"component" level. Further, the requirements must be spelled out for sensor instrumentation which
provides information on the degree of performance degradation, if any, and aids in determining the
location of any fault. An ideally sensor-instrumented system would only require table look-up soft-
ware for diagnosis because of the one-to-one mapping of the sensors to failed parts. But this is never
practical from cost, volume, and weight considerations, and reasoning by software (or humans or both)
is required to make the diagnosis when there is less than the ideal complement of sensors.
Design knowledge is also required which relates to failure modes and effects analysis - critical item
list (FMEA-CIL) efforts and to diagnostic (or malfunction) procedures and tests. The FMEA consists of
an analysis of the symptoms (effects) of various faults and the logic of the expert designer or engineer
in connecting these symptoms (effects) to system specific hardware or software failures (causes) which
may involve diagnostic procedures and tests. A "rule-based" diagnostic expert system can be
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constructedusing this expert knowledge either to provide advice to the operations crew, or, ffembed-
ded in the engineered system, to more autonomously reconfigure, recover, or otherwise participate in
the failure management process. If the knowledge of this mapping of symptoms to faults is not
available, then this expert system cannot be constructed. An advantage of expert systems is that they
contain an explanation facility to provide the rationale for the reasoning which led to a specific piece of
advice or action. However, "rule-based" expert systems have no deeper explanation or reasoning
process than is contained in the knowledge base of rules and facts (Clancy, Summer 1989}.
"Model-based" diagnostic expert systems do not have this limitation. They are much more efficient
and robust than a rule-based approach. In this case, the model contains the design knowledge exper-
tise in a synthesized form which can be computer executed. Through model simulations and interpre-
tations, a deeper knowledge and explanation is available. A comparison of the two approaches is
provided in figure 3.
Knowledge
representation
Knowledge
acquisition
Domain
coverage
RULE-BASED EXPERT SYSTEMS
Rules
Domain expert interviews
Dependent on domain expert's
knowledge, mood, memory,
stage of development
MODEL-BASED
REASONING
Digraphs
Simulations
Schematics
Requirements simulation
Dependent on accuracy of
model and related
simulations
Underlying Logical inference using Simulations of the actual
reasoning rules device (i.e.,its physics)
Speed Dependent on amount of rules Dependent on simulation,
[inference engine qualitative or
(Rete, etc.)] quantitative
Maturity Well understood and widely Emerging
implemented
Figure 3.- A comparison of rule-based expert systems and model-based
reasoning approaches for fault diagnosis.
MODELS AS A SYNTHESIZED FORM OF DESIGNER'S KNOWLEDGE
Design knowledge must be represented, stored, retrieved, and communicated, therefore the most
condensed and efficient forms which still retain the essential knowledge should be used. Models,
which provide a synthesized view, are a particularly efficient and useful form of designer's knowledge.
Models come in various types with the same general purpose, to aid in understanding some aspect of
the real thing. There are physical models and mockups, scale models, and analytical models which
may be either qualitative or quantitative or both. The type referred to here are the analytical models
which are computer-based and represent some design knowledge about the engineered system of
interest.
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One use of models is to support the design process and provide feedback into modifications of the
design, before it is baselined, by allowing the design engineer to see certain design details in the
context of the entire object. CAD/CAE modeling capabilities support this use. So do high fidelity real-
time simulation models.
An example of simulation models used in design analysis is provided by finite-element analysis (FEA).
FEA is a very powerful design verification technology for analyzing mechanical structures and parts.
Developed by NASA in the late 1950's, FEA software is used to import a CAD file created elsewhere or
to build a detailed geometric model of a part or structure on a computer. The model is then divided
into a finite number of simple building blocks called finite elements that are connected to each other at
points called nodes. Mathematical equations describe how these nodes respond to simulated loads
such as gravity, pressure, and heat applied to the elements in terms of deflections, stress and
temperature distributions, natural frequencies, and other physical characteristics. The equations can
take into account material composition and other variables. In this way, an engineer can spot flaws in
a design before a costly prototype is built, thereby accelerating the design cycle and improving product
quality and cost.
To determine the overall response of an entire structure, the equations for the individual elements are
assembled in matrix format to provide a global description. This results in a large set of simultaneous
equations to be solved by a computer.
The next step in the FEA process entails retrieving and examining the solution, either in graphical or
numerical report form. This data reveal how the candidate design model performed. For example, one
can identify stress concentrations where a part may fail or the output may verify that operating
temperatures remain within specified limits. Analysis can also be used to compare deformation and
stress results of different designs to determine which design is best.
The key concept in FEA is that any part can be analyzed since elements can be created for any
geometry, no matter how complex or unique its shape. FEA is also an example of user supplied
applications (analysis) software to which a DOKSS must provide input data and from which a DOKSS
must obtain output for later access.
Another set of models of the type useful in design are those developed to support reliability analysis
such as probabilistic risk assessment. Here, models of the digraph matrix analysis (DMA) type are
built with models of connectivity and teachability, but these same models are a representation of
design knowledge in a synthesized form.
Qualitative models and software tools to build them can be quite useful in the early stages of design by
allowing the qualitative behavior of a system to be modeled and understood before major investments
are made in any design. For example, consider a graphical modeling interface to a library of compon-
ents (represented in both visible icon form and a hidden qualitative discrete event behavior form) from
which a designer can assemble a schematic model of his subsystem, and in addition, be automatically
provided (by the software modeling tool) qualitative discrete event descriptions of the behavior of the
subsystem when various component faults are introduced. This capability can enable a designer to
investigate the failure modes and effects at a very early stage and compare design alternatives on this
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basis as well as other elements of behavior. The final design is represented as the final model in a form
of design knowledge capture which is highly synthesized and very efficient in representing this design.
Another use of these models is to support operations directly. Since these models are executable,
faults hypothesized to have just occurred can be introduced into the model to explore several analyses.
One analysis is to verify that the symptoms observed could only be from this fault. Another analysis is
to explore the propagation of this fault into others over time. Yet another may be to explore the
implications of real-time procedure development before use.
DESIGN KNOWLEDGE CAPTURE WITHIN NASA
The level of design automation technology within NASA has reached a technological threshold for
design knowledge capture implementation. Pockets of technical interest have emerged. The SSF
program support contractor (PSC) is developing a capture implementation plan.
Integrated CAD/CAE
A system foundation in design automation can be an important step toward design knowledge capture.
NASA Headquarters has solicited advice on computer aided design from the National Academy of
Engineering - National Research Council (National Research Council, 1984). Some elements of
NASA's JSC and Langley Research Center use an integrated CAD/CAE system named IDEAS-
Squared. This system combines Structural Dynamics Research Corporation's (SDRC's) commercial
GEOMOD solid geometry modeling system and accompanying analysis programs (SDRC's IDEAS
product) with specialized NASA-developed analysis modules (a capability named IDEAS). The
capabilities of commercial IDEAS include finite-element modeling, mechanisms, and structural,
thermal, and dynamic analysis.
The modules of NASA's IDEAS perform the following analysis (Baker et al., May 1986):
a. Orbital lifetime
b. Spacecraft on-orbit forces and torques
c. Spacecraft low-orbit dynamic simulation and control system response
d. Forces resulting from plume impingement
e. Subsystem cost and capabilities analysis
f. Technology analysis for life support systems
The key development of IDEAS-Squared was the addition of an integration framework for the CAD
and CAE facilities. The relational data base of IDEAS-Squared provides for CAD/CAE integration by
storing the data from the geometric modeler for access by the analysis programs.
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NASAhasemployedIDEAS-Squaredin the SSF program for numerous purposes, including deter-
mination of SSF's torque equilibrium attitude and maximization of the microgravity volume for SSF's
laboratory facility.
SSF Program Requirements
In January 1987, the SSF program established baseline process requirements for design knowledge
capture. This document (SSP-30471) was updated in September 1988 (NASA Space Station Program
Office, September 1988). The SSF Program Office coordinated design knowledge capture input for
portions of SSF Phase C/D requests for proposal (RFP's) common to all participating NASA centers.
The approach presented in SSP-30471 is sensitive to immediate SSF cost and schedule requirements.
Initial approaches utilize adaptations of field-proven, commercially available technology.
Ground Expert System for the Space Telescope
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has completed a preliminary cost/benefits assessment for a
Ground Expert System for the Space Telescope (GESST), resulting in an approved plan for knowledge
acquisition, expert system building, and verification through simulations. MSFC will conduct the
described functions for the space telescope. Ames Research Center (ARC) will also participate by
addressing the core technology aspects of the MSFC test case, such as:
a. Buildinglarge-scale knowledge bases
b. Integrating design knowledge capture within a large-scale, multicenter NASA environment
c. Use of FMEA and other traditional engineering activities to supplement knowledge base
development
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SECTION3
DESIGN AND OPERATIONS KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
The previous section defined and discussed the knowledge of design through operations for an
engineered system, such as a spacecraft, where this knowledge is valuable enough to have accessible
in machine-interpretable form. Engineering and operations of a modern engineered system depend
critically on detailed design and operations knowledge that is accurate and authoritative. The
purpose ofa DKOSS is to meet this need as a means of achieving quality in a cost-effective way.
This section defines and discusses a DOKSS, which is required to develop and operate a modern
engineered system, particularly a mission and safety critical system. A DOKSS consists of a cost-
effective computer-based information system providing services and tools for manipulating (without
changing) the design knowledge accessible via the support systeml The DOKSS may be geograph-
ically and organizationally distributed, but connected through networks. A major objective of such a
system is to serve in place of a paper document system, not in addition to a paper document system.
DEFINITION
In general, a support system is defined as "a composite of equipment, skills, and techniques capable of
supporting an operational role. It includes related facilities, equipment, material, services, software,
technical data, and personnel required for its operation and support to the degree that it can be con-
sidered a self-sufficient unit in its intended support environment." A design and operations know-
ledge support system supports engineering and operations throughout the life cycle of the engineered
system with benefits to manufacturing at that stage.
From a user point of view, the functional characteristics of a DOKSS are as follows:
a. It provides convenient access to knowledge on the entire engineered system, hardware and
software.
b. Thisknowledge islifecycledesignand operationsknowledge usedfordesignsupportand opera-
tionssupportinthebroadestsense.
C. This knowledge is represented in a collection of logically integrated forms of data, text, and
graphics distributed over geographically separated computers, perhaps on networks. The one
logical view of the knowledge comes from a single naming convention and an easy to use and "no
training required" user interface with mouseable graphics and text supported by a host of services
such as data integrity maintenance, location transparency, local concurrency or autonomy, and
data, text, and graphics exchange standards. The "no training required" user interface hides the
DOKSS implementation approach and details from the user, thus special procedures or under-
standing are not required for the user to accomplish what he or she wants to do.
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d. It hasa"bring-your-own"userapplicationssoftwarecapabilitywithaccesstotheknowledgein
theDOKSS.
e. It hasanopensystemarchitectureenablinguseofexistingin-placehardwareandsoftwareand
integratestheseelementswithcommercial,off-the-shelf(e.g.,COTS)products.Growthisalso
enabledthroughthisapproachastheknowledgewhichthesystemcontainsevolves.
f. Accurateandauthoritativeknowledgeisprovidedbyallowingonlyoneorganizationalelementas
originator/updaterfor eachdesignobjectandits attributesandinterfaces.
Fromanimplementationpointof view, the necessary elements ofa DOKSS (figure 4) are as follows:
Naming conventions for the engineered system
User interfaces and (largely) user supplied applications software (CAD, models, analysis,
simulation)
Access to all relevant design knowledge sources (possibly by connectivity to wide-area and
local-area networks)
A distributed data base
Data base management systems (better if standardized, best if distributed)
A data model for structuring the data bases, efficient transactions, and enabling automatic data
integrity and which relates to the engineered system hierarchy and work breakdown structure
Automatic data integrity services across the network
A data dictionary and directory for the entire engineered system
Standards for data exchange (IGES, EDIF, PDES, etc.)
Specification languages
Translation services
Applications input data builders
Multilevel security for read and write access
Write authority assigned to single knowledge sources; read-only authority for others
A policy on who has responsibility for entry/storage of the knowledge, and for how long, and on
what media
a,
b.
C,
d,
e,
f.
.
h.
i.
j.
k.
1.
m.
n.
O.
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Figure 4.- DOKSS functional design.
The four technologies for sharing data between remote computers which are of interest for use in a
DOKSS are
a. Transferofdataviaopticalmedia,magneticdisks,or tape
b. Use offiletransferand message routingtechniquesacrossthenetwork
c. Use ofa centralizedatabaseserver
d. Use ofa distributedatabasesystem
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The distributed data base system potentially offers greater capability. However, this new technology
is not well established.
A distributed data base is a collection of logically integrated data distributed over different sites of a
computer network. A distributed data base management system (DDBMS) provides the capability to
interact with data across a network of computers with the same functionality and ease that is com-
monplace today for interacting with data on a single computer.
The functionality desired from a distributed data base management system is the following:
a. Data integrity and error recovery
b, Distributed query processing
c. Distributed transaction management
d. Location transparency
e. Replication transparency
f. Fragmentation transparency
g. Global schema transparency
h. Ability to define shared versus nonshared data
i. Usage monitoring/audit
j. Local autonomy (concurrency)
k. Fault tolerance and crash recovery
I. Distributed security control/audit
m. Specificlanguageinterface(suchasAda)
n. System availabilityduringmaintenance and expansionactivities
Commercial vendorclaimstendtobe overlyoptimisticabouttheperformanceand resourceefficiency
ofDDBMS's. Thisassessmentistheresultofan evaluationofthreeDDBMS's which were recently
completedatJSC (Williamsetal.,1988).The impactoftheresultsisthatno scaled-up,real-worldsize
applicationcan yetbe adequatelysupported.
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Many existing DOKSS's don't make the information collection process easy enough, nor do they offer
sufficient payoffto the supplier once the information is entered to provide a motivation for doing it.
They are, in general, more trouble than they are worth. What is needed are DOKSS's that are less
trouble than they are worth.
For design changes in particular, it is today often easier to simply try out the change and then (maybe)
go back and update the design data bases. In the case of Solar Maximum, for example, perhaps no one
in operations knew about the additional hardware because it had been added at the last step and never
documented. Often, the documentation never gets accomplished because it simply isn't viewed as
critical to the undertaking (but it is).
Organizational issues arise because design documentation is typically of least use to the original
designer, at least initially, who is most familiar with the object. There should be a value structure
within the organization that makes clear the importance of supplying "complete" design knowledge
with the engineered system and emphasizes that, as in Solar Maximum, the consequences of even
minor omissions can be serious.
The ideal is that there should be a DOKSS so useful that no one would think of proceeding without
using it. Existing very large-scale integration (VLSI) design tools, for example, provide sufficiently
powerful functionality that no major design is carried out without them. Even their basic functions
(schematic development, capture and edit, design rule checking, and simulation models) provide
sufficient payback to make them worth the trouble (Rich and Waters, 1986). An effective system is
one that is useful from the earliest "sketch on the back of an envelope" stage and that aided and
captured every step and decision along the way, including intended functionality, rationales for design
choices, test data, operations procedures, etc.
It is generally not feasible to use, within a DOKSS, a set of disparate data bases developed for other
purposes than for a DOKSS. When several mainframe computers and computer aided design work-
stations are used by engineers and designers in different organizations in design of a single engineered
system, each computer and workstation is different with different software and input/output formats.
Coordinated naming conventions are not used, therefore the same assemblies and components have
different names in the various data base systems used. The data about these assemblies and compon-
ents are different, and no data model is used to ensure integrity or efficiency. A directory of all the
data is not available. Access across organizations has generally not been adequately coordinated,
hence communications have to be retrofitted if needed. An integrated set of user applications software
is not possible, which limits the design analyses and evaluations to those available on each computer
and workstation and to the assemblies and components designed on that workstation or computer.
Clearly a better approach to such a system will be to coordinate standards across organizations and do
up-front design ofa DOKSS.
REPRESENTATIONS AND TRANSFORMATIONS
The DOKSS must access a huge body of widely varying forms of information. The choice of a know-
ledge representation to support the user interface is driven by this basic need. Although they will, by
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necessity,beusedfor manyaspects of the system, traditional data base solutions (like the relational
model) have the following arguments against them:
a° Data bases help organize large collections of data if the information is essentially complete (i.e.,
nearly all field values are known for nearly all data) and if the collection has a highly regular
structure. Unfortunately, for design knowledge, neither is the case.
b. Data base techniques do not represent text or graphics very efficiently. Neither text nor graphics
have a well defined bounded structure which can be molded to the idealized data structure of the
traditional data models. Textual designer's knowledge such as rationale and assumptions is a
major part of the knowledge to be used.
C° Functional relationships between data are not captured by traditional data base models. These
must be implemented by separate tools (probably general purpose programming languages)
outside of the data base environment.
d, An important use of the information in the knowledge (data) base is to support complex event and
time-based models and simulations of the SSF environment. Again, data base structures are not
rich enough (i.e., they tack flexibility, sufficient features, etc.) to directly facilitate this.
eo The interface with traditional data base systems is query-oriented. This means the user must
know what the data base contains (and sometimes how the data base is organized) in order to use
the data. Other forms of interface (such as graphic-based knowledge browsers), which are essen-
tial to the DOKSS, are not supported.
f. Data base models force the user to define the structure of the data when the DOKSS is first
designed and are relatively inflexible to change. This is impossible for design and operations
knowledge because the structure of the knowledge will evolve as the design and operation of SSF
evolves.
Object-orientedrepresentationsallowdata,theirbehavior,and therelationshipsamong them, tobe
modeled inafiexible,but uniformway. The object-orientedparadigm isverysimple:allrealworld
entitiesareobjectswhich may actindependentlyofallotherobjects.Inheritance,encapsulation,
message-drivenactivationorexecution,and objectidentityare key technicalfeaturesofthisapproach.
An objectcontainsstructuraland proceduraldescriptionsoftheentitywhich itrepresents.
Accesstodatastoredinrelationaldatabasemanagement systemsmust be providedthroughobject-
orienteduserinterfacesand databasemanagement systems.Graphicsand textstoredinforms other
thanobject-orientedattheirsourcemust alsobe providedthroughobject-orienteduserinterfaces.
Object-orientedsystemtechnologyisfurtherdiscussedinsection4.
EXAMPLES IN INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT
Industryand government establishthemainstream intheareaof usingDOKSS's forcomplex
engineeredsystems.An understandingofcurrentcapabilityaswellasfuturedirectionsallowsone to
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obtain insights, to make contacts, to learn from the experiences of others, and to compare useful
characteristics of established DOKSS's.
For example, General Motors has used DOKSS's for every car model manufactured at least since 1984.
Each car division uses different data base management systems. However, designer's knowledge with
emphasis on design rationale is available in machine-interpretable form.
The major impact General Motors has experienced through the use of DOKSS's is benefits to systems
engineering and integration which have become more effective. Their DOKSS's are cost-effective in
that the uses of design knowledge save more money than the cost of development plus operations costs,
including design knowledge capture. They have the advantage of a single corporate policy to provide
the designer/engineer and management discipline required to capture the essential design knowledge.
Millions of dollars have been saved in the manufacturing area alone due to systems engineering and
integration quality improvements.
Chrysler Corporation has had similar experiences with DOKSS's and systems engineering.
Major architectural and engineering firms have also found they can deliver typical projects under
budget and in less time than normally scheduled by adopting such systems. Two reported benefits of
DOKSS's are that they shorten the design cycle and they help to accomplish higher quality products in
the time allotted.
A key aspect of DOKSS's comes from integrative technologies and capabilities which enable diverse
organizations to derive the benefits of access to each other's design knowledge. A major contributor in
this is data integration standards, in which there has been considerable progress in adoption in recent
years. These standards are discussed in section 4. Three of them are mentioned here: IGES, EDIF,
and PDES.
The Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) efforts can be traced from 1979 to the present.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (formerly the National Bureau of Stand-
ards) supported this effort begun by manufacturers and software vendors. IGES is the defacto
standard for graphics.
The Electronics Data Interchange Format (EDIF) covers both semantics and graphics. Efforts on
EDIF stem from 1983 to the present. EDIF may provide possible integration of hardware and software
representations.
The Product Data Exchange Specification (PDES) efforts were originated by an industrial team in
1984 and continue to the present. These activities involve use of object-oriented data bases (see
section 4). The effort was encouraged by NIST and is now funded by DOD and driven via the
Computer Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS) program.
Boeing Corporation is experienced in knowledge management for complex, long-life systems such as
their commercial aircraft. Boeing has been, and continues to be, developing software tools for
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designers.One focusofthesetoolsisan integratedesignenvironment where designersfromdifferent
disciplines"talk"thesame languageabout design.They furtherhave developedadesigner'sassistant
toolforelectronicswhich theyare expandingtomechanicalsystems.
Boeingalsohas a demonstrationsystem thatincludesautomated toolsforrequirementsspecification
and knowledge capture.Boeingcontinuestohave a long-termcommitment toimprovingdesign
knowledge methodologies.The simplereasonisthattheyimprove qualityand arecost-effective.
The Air Forcehas been supportinga major program calledIntegratedDesign Support(IDS)which is
an integrationtechnologyprogram focussedon qualityimprovement inaircraftsystems through
capture,management, and communication oftechnicaldatafrom designthrough logisticsoperations.
There isa 10-member contractorteam,headed by Rockwell International,developingaprototypeIDS
systemfortheB-1 bomber. There isalsoa 20-member technicaladvisorygroup which ismade up of
major aerospacecompanies.
The objectivesofIDS involvedatamodels,datamanagement, communications and networks,
standards,and security.IDS isbuiltaround a datadrivenmethodology.A large,dynamic,
comprehensive model fortechnicaldatahas been producedcalledtheProductData ControlModel
(PDCM).
In 1988,Boeingbecame thethirdcontractorinvolvedinthetri-serviceR liabilityand Maintainability
inComputer Aided Design(RAMCAD) program. Boeingisdevelopinga prototypesoftwaresystem to
aiddesignersinassessingreliability,maintainability,and supportabilityrequirementsofmilitary
digitalelectronicsystemsduringdesign.Lockheed Electronicshas developedan artificial
intelligence-basedsystemforautomaticallyperformingand documenting,inMIL-STD-1629A format,
a FMEA and criticalityanalysisofcircuitdesignscapturedon computer aidedengineering
workstationsunder theRAMCAD program.
The DOD CALS program isan activityindependentofIDS (althoughrelated)and isa major effort,
beingfundedatseveralmilliondollarsperyear.The CALS program has been thedrivingforcebehind
theestablishmentand acceleratedcompletionofPDES, which would serveasthestandardforproduct
definitioninformation.The goalistohave thedefensecontractorcommunity make acommitment to
adoptand supportPDES voluntarily,but withpossiblefuturecontractmeasures ofadoptionifnot
supported.Thisclearlyhas implicationsforNASA programs withthesecontractors.NASA has been
informallyparticipatinginsome PDES meetings.
CALS objectivesincludedevelopingcomputer aidedengineeringtoolstoautomate logisticsfunctions,
integratingautomated reliabilityand maintainabilityengineeringintocontractorcomputer aided
engineeringsystems,and reducingtheamount ofpaperwork, suchasmanuals, drawings,and
volumes ofreliabilityand maintenance data.DOD ismoving forwardtomake CALS thestandard
way ofdoingbusinessand has chosenfivenew weapons systemsastestbedsfortheemerging CALS
standard:Navy SSN-21 attacksubmarine,V-22 Osprey tilt-rotorand A-12 aircraft,Air Force
advanced tacticalfighter,and Army experimentallighthelicopter.
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OWNERSHIP AND ADMISSIBLE BUSINESS RECORDS
The ownership of the design and design knowledge rests with the sponsor of the engineered system
unless retained by the company developing the system. The individual engineer or designer generally
only possesses ownership rights within universities. For government sponsored systems, not only the
agency involved has ownership, but access rights exist for the Inspector General and by subpoena for
congressional oversight committees. The courts also have access rights in disputes.
From a business records perspective, the Federal Business Records Act (28 U.S.C., section 1732) states
that if any business or government agency has kept records "in the regular course of business" and
"has caused any or all of the same to be recorded, copied, or reproduced by a photographic, photostatic,
microfilm, microcard, miniature photographic or other process which accurately reproduces ... the
original, the original may be destroyed in the regular course of business, unless its preservation is
required by law. Such reproduction, when satisfactorily identified, is as admissible as evidence as the
original itself in any judicial or administrative proceeding, whether the original is in existence or not."
While not a conclusive statement about electronic forms of design knowledge, this seems to be an indi-
cation that the Federal and state judicial and administrative systems will adapt to electronic records
as acceptable admissible business records. However, a legal concept called "statute of frauds" says
essentially that contracts have to first be in writing. Secondly, they have to be signed. Thus, for
contracts themselves, Congress must provide the legal backing; then the courts will set new
precedents. But it appears design knowledge may not save this same issue. Users will need to analyze
the benefits for themselves.
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SECTION 4
REVIEW OF THE UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY FOR DESIGN AND OPERATIONS
KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
Design knowledge encompasses not only what the substance of a design is, but also how and why it
satisfies functional requirements. Design knowledge is composed of design objects, their descriptions,
and declarations or assertions called "designer's knowledge." Designer's knowledge may include
functional requirements, criteria or intent for selection of a design approach or solution, declarations
of analysis results and conclusions, and assertions concerning expected design object behavior.
Design knowledge can be captured in interim forms which are not optimal for knowledge-based proc-
essing, but which allow productivity gains to be initially realized using widely implemented data base
technology. Such representations may later be translated for use with knowledge-based, or other
advanced software, with minimum risk for information loss (Wechsler and Crouse, 1986).
Advances toward a design knowledge capture capability have been iterative, taking advantage of
developments in the areas of
a. Requirements awareness
b. Computing systems
c. Software technology
Advances have been made when this triad progressed synergistically. When coordination lagged, each
area was ultimately limited by the others. This section describes the progression and present state of
requirements awareness, computing systems, and software technology, respectively, and addresses
important events and impacts arising from convergence of these three areas.
REQUIREMENTS AWARENESS
What is presently referred to as design knowledge capture had its beginnings in the early 1960's with
the emergence of two technologies: design automation and numerical control. By the 1970's, the
manufacturing organization, in the role of an internal customer of the designer, pushed for improved
data availability through the interface of CAD/CAM systems. This evolution in awareness led to an
"enterprise perspective" in the 1980's, encouraging the advent of computer integrated manufacturing
(CIM) through vendor-independent integrated data bases. By the mid-1980's, the scope of design
knowledge capture extended to a life cycle requirement for product information. For example,
knowledge generated during product creation was vitally needed for maintenance and operation of the
product. Moreover, the need for design knowledge to move across company lines made design knowl-
edge a "deliverables" issue.
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The requirement for design knowledge has extended to capture of standards for the construction
industry. The need exists to retain the critical design information of, for example, a nuclear power
plant or a chemical refinery. The Center for Building Technology of NIST has developed generalized
software for the management of requirements, such as those defined in building standards. A
standard is defined by NIST as a structured compilation of principles and consensus judgments from
representative technical domain experts, for the purpose of guiding decisions related to the domain.
The Specification Analysis, Synthesis, and Expression System (SASE) was released in May 1987
(Fenves et al., 1987). SASE utilizes data items, provisions, decision tables, decision trees, functions,
and networks to produce a model of a standard. NIST has characterized SASE as a knowledge-based
system (Lopez et al., 1985).
Computer Aided Design
The basicconceptsofdesignautomationdateback toIvanSutherland'swork beginningabout 1959,on
theSketchpadsystem atMassachusettsInstituteofTechnology's(MIT's)LincolnLaboratory.A
paralleldevelopment involvedIBM's designaugmented by computer (DAC-I) prototypesystembuilt
toGeneralMotors'specificationsfordeliveryin1963.
Through the 1960's, graphics-based systems capable of creating "electronic" drawings began to
emerge. Though slow and expensive, these mainframe-based systems were used in special instances
where they were justified (Prince, 1971).
Over the past 25 years, the automation of design information storage and retrieval has progressed
from electronic drawing files, to CAD data files, to CAD/CAE integrated data bases.
Specifications for Data Exchange Between CAD Systems
Early CAD systems were based on custom methods for accessing individual files and records. Follow-
ing a period of proliferation of these systems in the 1970's, CAD customers were faced with the sizable
problem of communicating electronic designs among incompatible equipment. The solution of a few
aerospace companies was a vendor-neutral, common file format. This was the conceptual basis for the
IGES.
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
The IGES is a file specification. To implement IGES, a CAD vendor must provide the translators for
two-way conversion between the IGES form and the vendor system's native file format (National
Bureau of Standards, 1986a).
The IGES organization is a volunteer group engaged in development of specifications with support
from NIST. In its 1979 initiation, the IGES group addressed the problem of exchanging two-
dimensional drawing representations between unlike CAD systems. Subsequent additions to the IGES
specification have encompassed associativity, connectivity, and three-dimensional models.
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The fourth release of IGES occurred in January 1988. After release, the IGES is provided to the
American National Standards Institute (ANSI), via the Y14.26 Subcommittee of the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers (ASME), for approval as a national standard.
Early CAD was more accurately characterized as computer aided drafting than as design. However,
by the mid-1980's, general purpose data base management systems (DBMS's) began to provide the
improvements demanded by increasingly complex engineering applications. As a result, CAD began
to fulfill its potential as a design tool, by linking the product geometry from CAD with the principles of
engineering and physics from CAE.
Product Data Exchange Specification
By mid-1984, the IGES group had recognized the need for broad-based application support for the
maturing CAD/CAE data base technology. The result was the formation of a project, chartered to
communicate a complete product model having sufficient information content as to be directly inter-
pretable by advanced applications of the CAD data base. This project is named the PDES (Long Range
Plan, 1986). PDES depends upon requirements input from the users of the design information.
In 1983, a group of electronics companies, frustrated by data interchange problems, formed the EDIF
committee. The EDIF committee has developed and published an interchange format for electronic
design data. A primary use of the initial EDIF specification was to pass schematic capture output to
simulation systems. Version 2.0.0 was published in May 1987 and is now approved as ANSI/
Electronic Industries Association (EIA) Standard 548 (Electronic Industries Association, 1987).
Limiting EDIF to electronic product data has led to a more streamlined description. Numerous EDIF
implementations are expected by 1989.
The PDES organization contains a subcommittee for electronics. The aim of this strategy is to inte-
grate data aspects peculiar to the electronics industry into the overall PDES model, rather than to
create an industry-specific model.
Computer Aided Manufacturing
Awareness of information requirements has evolved from the geometric description of parts, to the
support of stand-alone manufacturing programming, to manufacturer recognition of requirements for
an integrated product data base.
Advances in the availability of design information were matched in the development of manufacturing
systems. After the advent of the digitally controlled milling machine at MIT in 1958, numerically-
controlled equipment was commercialized throughout the 1960's. "Part programming" languages
such as automatically programmed tools (APT) came into use. By 1965, the first production part was
programmed using part definition data from the CAD system (Prince,1971). By the 1970's, APT
software could generate standardized cutter location data (CL file) from the part design information in
the CAD system. The CL file could be interpreted into data directly usable by the machine tool (Stov-
er, 1984).
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Development in the 1980's has aimed at automating the link of CAD with part planning and manu-
facturing. This development centers on the concept of a "part feature." A feature is a region of interest
of the part. Feature definitions can be supplied to manufacturing logic software, to automatically
generate instructions for discrete part manufacturing processes such as drilling, milling, turning,
bending, routing, robotic handling, or combinations of the preceding (Latombe and Dunn, 1984).
Three elements are required to implement this approach:
a. A features taxonomy
b. An automatic extraction method
c. The integrative data base technology capable of handling both the part-feature structure and
manufacturing logic
In 1985, cooperative development of Computer Aided Manufacturing-International (CAM-I) produced
the "Requirements for Support of Form Features in a Solid Modeling System" (Computer Aided Manu-
facturing-International, 1985). This specification provides a common basis for implementation of
feature expression capabilities in commercial geometric modeling systems. Cognition and General
Electric have developed Casper, a features-based manufacturability aid used for design of aluminum
castings (Luby et al., November 1985). Casper allows the designer to create the part using features as
"building blocks."
A method to extract features from three-dimenslonal CAD data has been described by Mark
Henderson (1984). Henderson's work has provided a basis for continuing research.
The majority of PDES participants from the manufacturing industry elected to focus on data base
integration for design and manufacturing. Field support was included within the PDES scope, but it
initially received low priority (National Bureau of Standards, 1986b).
IntegrationofCAD/CAM ProductModels
Integration of the solutions brought by technology will require discipline in the application environ-
ment. CAM-I has reported (Industrial Automation Standards Workshop, 1987):
The lack of adequate and effective industrial automation standards is rapidly becoming a serious
situation throughout industry. The economic well-being of a nation depends largely upon productivity
and competitiveness; productivity and competitiveness depend upon exploiting advances in manu-
facturing automation technology; and technology exploitation depends to a large degree upon
adequate industrial standards.
Large organizations and communities of organizations wishing to mix and match multiple vendor
solutions must standardize to succeed. The NASA community, for example, will require effective
standardization of interfaces for passing text and graphical data between systems.
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To identify what and when to standardize, it is necessary to forecast the break-even point where
technology creativity gains are offset by losses from nonstandard approaches (Goodstein, July 1987).
Computer Aided Acquisition and Logistics Support (CALS)
DOD has embarked on a 10-year strategy to develop networks of shared systems between industry and
its government customers, eventually using "intelligent" data as the exchange medium. DOD
concluded that it is preferable to move common digital data between computer systems rather than
move hard copy information between life cycle functions. Phase I of CALS, based on file exchange
standards, is presently being implemented. Phase II will be based on an integrated product data model
(CALS Core Requirements, 1987).
DOD has recognized that efforts such as PDES will be critical to CALS. In June 1987, DOD
encouraged its suppliers to form a funded cooperative to accelerate the development of the PDES
model (Draft Prospectus, 1987).
As an intermediate step, CALS has achieved a standard mark-up language for placement of documen-
tation into proper locations and annotations to support later conversion to machine readable form.
The [DS Program, initiated by the United States Air Force, is developing a PDCM. The goal of IDS is
to provide a design support environment to complement CALS. IDS developers are a coalition, in
which Rockwell International is the prime contractor+ IDS is reviewed regularly by industry
representatives (Integrated Design Support Prospectus, 1987).
In its concept of design knowledge capture, NASA has extended the scope of life cycle applications by
suggesting that product information could be translated to knowledge representations for active
operational support, as well as for passive referrals (NASA Space Station Program Office, 1988).
However, NASA has yet to develop or adopt a product model or to encourage supplier directions as
done by DOD.
COMPUTING SYSTEMS
Key advances in computing systems have been made which support design knowledge capture,
storage, and use. Powerful yet economical personal workstations must accommodate the capture
system, while providing technical support for the individual engineer. Online storage systems must
have sufficient capacity to handle the large amounts of information which will become available.
Page-to-disk approaches, combining document scanning and online storage technologies, can facilitate
transition from manual methods and substitute where direct capture methods cannot be applied.
The Designer's Computing Environment
During the 1970's, the interactive design environment shifted from a predominantly mainframe to a
predominantly turnkey minicomputer environment. Throughout the 1980's this evolution has
extended to workstations and personal computers (PC's).
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By 1988,thenumber ofPC'sand engineeringworkstationsinstalledforCAD applicationswillexceed
thenumber ofturnkey,host-basedstations.PC'sand engineeringworkstationswillaccountfor
60.2percentofallCAD displaysinuse (LargeOrganizations,May 1987).
The ratio of workstations to technical professionals is improving, as shown in table 1 (Zengerle,
18 May 1987):
TABLE I.-RATIOS OF WORKSTATIONS TO
TECHNICAL PERSONNEL
Company Size Year
(No. E moloyees) 198_.....661987 1990
100-1000 1:6 1:5 1:3
Over 1000 1:9 1:7 1:6
Driving this increased availability are capable technical workstations and PC's with a system (hard-
ware, software, and enhancements} cost of less than $15,000. The figure $15,000 approximates the
technical computing market's threshold of allowable capital-investment-per-worker (Gantz, 1 June
1987).
The functionality of 1970's-style CAD systems now can be provided on PC's which cost less than $5000.
Solid geometric modeling and engineering analysis systems, such as in the Aries Technology Concept
Station, are beginning to appear on enhanced PC's and workstations at prices approaching the allow-
able capital investment threshold (Concept CAD on a Desktop, May 1987).
Further, the boundaries of capabilities between workstations and PC's have begun to blur. The term
"personal workstation" characterizes a new category of equipment, which encompasses both the
minimally configured technical workstation and the fully configured personal computer. Table 2
describes three representative computing systems in this category (Gantz, 7 September 1987}.
TABLE 2.- CANDIDATE PERSONNEL WORKSTATIONS
Sun IBM Apple
Characteristics 3/50M PS/2-80 Mac II
Millions of instructions 1.5 2.0 1.2
per second
Memory expansion 4.0 16.0 8.0
(millions of bytes}
Maximum disk memory 282 230 80
(millions of bytes)
System price ($ thousands} 10.0 9.0 9.0
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The impactoftheprecedingdevelopmentswillbe toincreasesystem capabilityand intelligenceforan
increasingnumber ofdesigners(Weston and Stewart,February 1987).
A greaterportionofpersonalcomputers and workstationswillbe installedindepartmentaland corpo-
ratecomputing networks. Networking willrequiremore sophisticatedadministrativemanagement
and controlprocedures(Flynn,1June 1987).However, networked PC CAD iscurrentlylagging.
AutoDesk estimatesthatonly15 percentofitscustomerspresentlyuse AutoCAD ina network.
Reluctancetoemploy networks may reflectuseruncertaintywithnetworking technology.When PC's
areconnectedinlocal-areanetworks {LAN's)(Derfler,9 December 1986),PC responsedegradeswith
increasednetwork activity(DataproResearch Corporation,June 1987_Stone,14 September 1987).An
alternativeisa multiuseroperatingsystem suchas Xenix. However, Xenix,a licensedsubsetof
UNIX, islargerthan PC-DOS/MS-DOS, and itdemands more system resources.Itsapplicationsoft-
ware ismore expensiveand limitedinavailability(Foster,1985).
AnticipatedAdvances
The rapidadvancement ofcost/performanceinmicroprocessorsand semiconductormemory devices
has leftotherhardware areasbehind.Areas offeringthe most potentialbenefitfordesignknowledge
captureare ingraphics,onlinestorage,and inputtechnologies.
Graphics
Graphicsprocessingissteadilymigratingfrom softwaretohardware. Essentiallow-levelroutines
which had been implemented ingraphicssoftwareenginesare now candidatesforresidenceinread-
onlymemory (ROM).
Specialpurposegraphicsco-processorsare alsoavailable,suchas the[ntel82786 and theTexas
instrumentsTMS34010. These devicescan takeresponsibilityforscreenmanagement, leavingthe
microprocessorfreetohandletransformationsformanipulatingcomplex images. Graphicsco-
processors,combined withthecapabilitiesofnext-generationmicroprocessors,can providefor
advancement ofthefollowingcapabilities:
a. More powerfuldisplayapplications,uchassolidmodeling on low-costcomputers
b. Largercolorselection
c. Increasedresolution
Graphicsresolutionhas anotherlimitation:thedisplaymonitor.Components ofthemonitor,such as
thecathoderay tube,have notbenefitedfrom the advancesinsemiconductortechnologywhich have
forcedmemory costsdown. As semiconductorprocessingcapabilityincreasestosupporthigherreso-
lution,themonitorwillbecome a proportionallymore expensivecomponent ofthe system.Assuming
currentdisplaytechnology,theentry-levelsystem forprofessionalCAD/CAE, witha 1024-by
1024-pixelmonitor,willremain cost-differentiatedfrom thesystem expectedtosatisfymost business
applicationrequirementswitha 640-by 480-pixelmonitor(Cummings, 28July 1987).Advances in
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graphics hardware technology will be complemented by graphics software advances. Key software
development areas include graphics file compression, graphics image data base management, and
pixel-based t raster} to vector-based graphics conversion.
Online Storage
The increase in the file size of graphics, as compared with text, is measured in multiple orders of mag-
nitude. Without compression, the pictorial definition contained on a single 8-1/2- by 11-inch sheet {at
300 pixels/inch) can represent the equivalent of more than 1 megabyte {MB} of disk storage
(Lockwood, June 1987). An assembly drawing in a CAD system can readily consume 2 to 4 MB.
Therefore, pictorial or graphics-intensive applications may require a substantial increase in online
storage capacity.
Over the next decade, mass storage technologies will produce significant improvements in cost reduc-
tion and access to large data bases. Optical storage technology currently offers the greatest technical
potential to meet this demand. Optical technology uses a laser device to read and inscribe the disk
media, instead of an electromagnetic device, which alters the media's arrangement of magnetic
particles.
The success of compact disk technology in the entertainment industry led to interest in using this
medium to store digital data. By 1985, this interest resulted in the introduction ofcompact disks-read
only memory (CD-ROM). Early CD-ROM commercia[products were hardware-dependent because
they used different disk formats for data organization. In 1988, the International Standards
Organization's (ISO) Standard 9660 CD-ROM format was approved.
Publishing a CD-ROM disk requires an elaborate "mastering" process which permanently imprints
data on the disk. Thus, CD-ROM data are not often user-created and not user-alterable. In contrast, a
user can place data on a write-once, read many (WORM) disk. WORM technology uses a multilayered
metal film media. The laser marks the media by melting the metal in selected spots. However, data
written on a WORM disk cannot be erased.
Developments are inprogress forerasable opticalmedia. Several manufacturers have begun pilot
production forphase-change, and magneto-optic (M-O) erasable disks. The Tandy Corporation has
announcedthe THOR development project,toproduce an erasable opticaldisk readable with existing
C D-ROM equipment. Commercially available erasable media are expected by 1990.
Table 3 shows the typicaldifferencesbetween magnetic media and CD-ROM storage (Zoellick,May
1986).
Limited space availabilityfor archival data storage favors electronicmedia over paper. WORM tech-
nology isadvantageous when the amount ofdata isrelativelylarge,the data are stable,and access
time isnot critical.This technology isincreasingly competitive with current microfilm archiving
processes,while providing the additionalbenefits ofonline access and retrieval.
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TABLE 3.-PARAMETERS OF DISK TYPES
Disk type Capacity
(millions
ofbytes)
Average seektime
(milliseconds)
Average PC fixed disk 10 100
High perf. magnetic disk 456 28
CD-ROM 540 500
Sinceeach oftheprecedingdisktechnologiespossessesa differentsetofadvantages,disadvantages,
and maturitytimetables,futuresystemscan be expectedtocontainmore thanone typeofonline
storagedevice.Architecturalextensionssuch astheSmall Computer System Interface(SCSI)willbe
requiredtohandleintegratedmultidevicestorage(Laub,May 1986}.SCSI isdocumented as a
nationalstandard,ANSI X3.13I-1986.
Data Input
Most design-relateddatawillbe provideddirectlyby thehuman. Human interfaceswithcomputers
haveprogressedfrom theflippingofswitches,totextand keyboards,tographicalinterfaces.Use ofa
digitizingdevice(suchasa mouse) withdisplayedgraphicsispresentlythepreferredinteraction
method (Cummings, 28July 1987).A number ofspecializedigitizingdevices,suchas graphics
tablets,areused tostreamlineCAD userinput.
Interface alternatives such as voice input hold considerable potential, but have not progressed as
rapidly. Multisensory approaches, such as the combination of audio and graphics, have not been
effectively exploited in current systems.
Page-to-disktechnologycan provideautomated dataconversionfrom manual toelectronicmedia and
computerizestorageforunstructuredancillarydata. Page-to-diskapproacheswilltransformdata
frompaper toelectronicmedia withoutintermediatemanual processing.Thistechnologycombines
mass storagedevices(typicalopticalstorage)withthefollowingelements(Stantonetal.,
30 September 1986}:
a. Opticalscanningunit.(The scanningunitsensestheincoming document and translatesthe light
reflectedby lighterareasofthepage intobinary"grayscale"data.}
b. Image capture/recognitionsoftware.(From thescanner'sdigitaldatasignals,thesoftware
produceseitherabit-imagerepresentationofscanned graphicsor an American Standard Code for
InformationInterchange(ASCII}codeofscannedcharacters.Algorithmsmay existforfont
recognition,conversionofhalf-tonestograyscalelevels,and page image compression.
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Scanner technology is undergoing rapid, but continuing development. Commercially available units
do not regularly produce error-free results. Manual monitoring of the scanner's interpretations should
be planned. °
Areas of recent achievement and current development of commercial scanner capabilities include
(Stanton, l 3 October 1987)
a. Combined, single-pass text and graphics scanning
b. Selective scanning within a page
c. Handling of 9- by 9-inch dot-matrix character input
d. Word processor-compatible formatting of scanner output
e. Raster-to-vector conversion ofscanned graphics
f. Improved data compression
SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
An increasing level of intelligent automation support for design synthesis, analysis, and representa-
tion can help decrease the interpretation required from the human to the capture system by permit-
ting it to work through, and integrate with, design automation systems. Initial products and ongoing
developments for intelligent design automation are described. Technology requirements for design
integration and representation are identified. Object-oriented language and data base technology is
presentedas havingconsiderablepotentialformany oftheserequirements.
ProductivityAidsforDesiRrlers
Automation indesigncan improve efficiency.A higherlevelofautomation inthedesignprocessalso
increases=thepotentialofautomatin_ owledge Captureby _ng t_e need forthedesigner's
intervention.Itisimportantthatknowledge capturemust be performedroutinely,withoutrequiring
specialefforton the partofdesignengineers.
Productivityalsoencompasses thepotentialforintelligentautomation toimprove theeffectivenessof
designdecisions.A Britishstudyindicatedthatup to85 percentoftheproduct'scostiscommitted
duringthe initial15 percentofthedesigneffort(Esplin,7September 1987).Thisconditionsuggestsa
need forautomationsupportofdesigndecision-makingearlyina productdevelopment.
Systems arebeginningtoappearwhich supportthe fullrange ofengineeringfunctionality.Tradi-
tionalintegrationofdraftingwithengineeringanalysisisnow supplemented withintelligent
sketchingtools,equationsolvers,onlinehandbooks,and reportwriters.Softwareformanufactur-
abilityanalysisisalsoemerging. Most significantly,recentlyadded capabilitiesaddressthe
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conceptual design stage of the design process, where automation has been most lacking (Front-End
Mechanical, 31 May 1987).
Intelligent Design Aids
Current products increase the productivity of the designer by internalizing basic knowledge related to
the design task. For example, "Mechanisms," a product of McDonnell Douglas Industry Systems
Company, can create mechanical linkages, given the required motion vectors. The "Expert Cost
Guide" in Cognition's Mechanical Advantage I000 System provides relative cost estimates for various
design alternatives (Steinke and Schussel, November 1985). Synergist, a product under development
at Intelligent Applications, Ltd., captures electronics circuit diagnostics logic during the design stage
for use in simulation, testing, and fault diagnosis (Rawsthorne, May 1987).
Designer's Assistants
The designer's assistant software environment provides for a system interaction with the designer in
which the system advises on design constraints. The designer's assistant can retain knowledge as
rules which state the designer's intent.
With the design knowledge captured in the [CAD's intelligent system product (Roseafeld and Belzer,
1985), Hudson Products Corporation has utilized consensus design rules to automate the design
process for an entire product line. In [CAD, design rules can be captured in classes of objects under
object methods or definition of object attributes. Symbolic referencing is the mechanism by which one
part of a tree hierarchy can refer to attributes, methods, and subparts defined in another part. When
writing a rule about an object and its operations, the user can create a symbolic reference to attribute
methods or subparts of another object.
LEAP is a prototype knowledge-based assistant for circuit design begun at Rutgers University. LEAP
learns during user operation by acquiring rules from the user's manual overrides of LEAP's
suggestions. LEAP then attempts to generalize these rules (Mitchell and Mostow, 14 July 1987).
The United States Air Force'sSuper Cockpit Program has announced plans todevelop a "designer's
associate,"beginning about i990 (Boff,1987). This system will
a. Provide automated data management fordesigners
b. Function as a problem-solvingpartner
c. Maintain a corporate memory ofdesign decisions
Integrative Technologies
Added capabilitiesare desirable fordesign knowledge support systems. Current DBMS technology is
widely available and generally understood. However, certainrequirements which are difficultto
implement with current data base technology are more readilymet with emerging technologies.
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These requirementsinclude
a. Representationofbehaviorsharedbetween designobjects
b. Representationofmultiplerelationships,uchas a physicalpartsbreakdown witha functional
decomposition
Controlssuch asinheritance,which are internaltotherepresentationsystem
Ease inhandlingstructuralchange
Facilitationofan object-basedesignenvironment
C.
d.
e.
In addition, integrative requirements for root data base technologies include
a. Data base information representations for knowledge-based applications
b. Integrated data base/inferencingsystems
c. Integrated storage of engineering graphics information
Data Base InferencingSystems
Bridgesareneeded between expertsystem knowledge basesand databasemanagement systems.
Schema translationisa promisingapproach forbridging.By comparing programming language
commands withdatabaseoperatorsand query commands, researchershave developeda mapping of
schema between thetwo. Thismapping providesabasisforschema translation(Boas,January 1986}.
ArtificialIntelligenceTechnologiesInc.'sMercury Knowledge Base Environment (KBE) product
facilitatesthedevelopment ofmedium and large-scalexpertsystems.This isachievedby combining
a highperformancerule-basedinferencenginewithpersistent(relationaldatabase)storage.
Mercury KBE permitsa knowledge-basedapplicationtoinitiaterelationaldatabasequeriesand tobe
tightlyintegratedwithexistingsoftwaretoolsand technologies(Patch,August 1988;Kennedy,
September 1988).
Sharingofschema can alsoprovidefortheintegrationofdatabaseand inferencingsystems. Meta-
schema ofthecommon databasecouldservicea number ofknowledge-basedapplications(Rehak
etal.,1984).Portionsoftheinferencingprocedurecouldalsobe integratedinthedatabase system.
Then applicationdevelopment would consistofdefiningtheappropriategoalstatementsand
confirmingthatthesupportingdescriptionsareinthedatabase.
Object-OrientedProgramming
Object-orientedprogramming can helptoreducethesemanticgap between the programming tooland
therealworldwhich itsapplicationsaresupposedtomodel. This improvement can resultinincreased
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programmerproductivityandeasyprogram maintenance. More importantfrom a userviewpoint,
such program organizationprovidesrapidand accurateunderstandingofthecontentby personsnot
initiallyfamiliar_'iththeprogram.
Below isa samplingoflanguagestowhich some object-orientedelementsare attributed(Booch,1986:
Cox, 1986;Stefikand Bobrow, 1986):
a. Smalltalk-8O or /V
b. Flavors
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
Loops
ExperCommonLISP
Modula-2
Objective-C
C++
Ada
The precedinglistincludesseveralextendedconventionallanguages,as wellas languagesinitially
developedasobject-oriented.Capabilitiespossessedby each language varyconsiderably.Smalltalk-
80 providesa fullyobject-orienteddevelopment environment.
An objectconsistsofdataprivatetothatobjectand ofasetofoperationswhich can accesstheprivate
data.A "consumer"objectmust requesta "provider"objecttoperformone ofitsoperationsby sending
ita message tellingitwhat todo.The providerobjectrespondsby choosingand executingtheopera-
tionand returningcontroltotheconsumer.
A fullyobject-orientedprogramming language has threemajor features:
a. Encapsulation
b. Inheritance
c. Message-drivencomputation
The item"encapsulation"referstosupportfordata abstractionorinformationhidingwhich isa key
featureofobject-orientedsystems.Each objectiscomposed ofa privatememory which containsthe
datastructuresand codeassociatedwiththeimplementationoftheobjectand a publicinterfacewhich
provides(limited)accesstotheobject.Users onlyneed toknow the names offunctions(usuallycalled
"methods"inobject-orientedsystems)inthepublicinterfaceand "not"thedetailsoftheimplementa-
tionwhich arehiddenintheprivatememory. Objectsarearranged intoclasseswhich arearranged
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intoa hierarchy. This hierarchicalsystem structure (which isa tree in the case ofSmalltalk-80) isthe
mechanism by which subclasses "inherent" structures and "messages" (method interfaces)from their
superclasses. Objects ina classare "instances" ofthat classand as such inheritallinstance attributes
(structuresand messages) from theirancestor classes. This ensures that allinstances ofa class
respond to the same setofmessages. A "message-driven" model ofcomputation has very clean and
potentiallyhighly parallelsemantics. Cnlike conventional programming languages, true object-
oriented languages do not require a centralizedcontrolmechanism because each objectis"active"
within the environment. Objects respond toand generate messages independently ofeach other.
Hierarchy and encapsulation promote modularity, eliminate scoping problems and hide unessential
detailsfrom users and programmers. Finally, Smalltalk-0, Flavors, and LOOPS are "untyped"
languages, which makes them extremely flexible.Because binding can be delayed in untyped lan-
guages, the design ofdata structurescan be easilymodified during the development cycle. A dynamic
ordelayed binding capabilitycould become particularlyuseful in applicationssuch as sensor-based
controls,where pre-written code cannot anticipate the type ofdata tobe operated on untilafterthe
code iscompiled (i.e.,during run time).
The representation ofa design objectin an object-orientedlanguage can contain a method toproduce a
graphic display ofthat object.Currently, CAD systems are the primary automated means ofcreating
graphic representations during the design process. Therefore, the CAD system isthe source for
graphical data. The data captured by the CAD system could be translated and imported intoan object-
oriented environment forexecution by the object's"draw" operation. This approach suggests the
possibilityforimplementation ofCAD systems in an object-orientedenvironment (Kaeh[er and
Patterson, August 1986; Digitalk, Inc., 1986).
Object-Oriented Data Bases
Classic business problems are well-suitedtorelational,as well as hierarchicaland network data base
management systems. These problems possess highly repetitiverecords,data items with well-defined
formats, and simple interactions.These types ofdata models do not map well with the requirements of
engineering and manufacturing: many data types,complex interactions,and interactiveapplications
demanding fastretrievalofsmall amounts ofdata. However, the absence ofsupporting facilitiesfor
object-orienteddata storage has been a major shortcoming in the use ofobject-orientedlanguages.
In 1987, Dr. Mohammad Ketabchi defined a set ofrequirements for DBMS support in engineering
(Ketabchi, April 1987). These requirements can be initiallyinterpreted as the design engineering
requirement for object-orienteddata bases, Current development ofobject-orienteddata models can
be classifiedon three levels(Peterson, March 1987):
a. Structurallyobject-oriented.(A data model which allows data structures torepresent entitiesof
any complexity.)
b° Operationally object-oriented.[A data model which includes operators todeal with complex
objectsintheirentirety,without requiring decomposition tosimple objects.Effortssuch as
Postgres (Greenstein,20 April 1987),toextend relationalmodels, willlikelyproduce operation-
allyobject-orientedmodels. ]
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C. Behaviorally object-oriented. [A data model which incorporates capabilities to define object types.
The information private to an object instance can be used only by implementing operators which
can exploit thl's information. Efforts such as GemStone (Servio Logic Development Corporation)
(Andrews and Harris, October 1987) to extend the concepts of object-oriented programming
produce behaviorally object-oriented models.]
By 1987, at least two object-oriented systems were in the latter stages of commercial
development..These systems are V-BASE (Ontologic, Inc.) (Maier et al., September 1986) and
GemStone.
Object-oriented data bases are clearly evolving. Issues for production use include (Peterson, .March
1987)
a. Lack of a coherent data model founded in mathematical principle, such as relational calculus.
This raises an issue of data base consistency.
b. Efficiencyofobject storage
c. Difficulty in interfacing with established languages
d. Absence of an accepted methodology for development of object-oriented systems
Hypermedia
Hypermedia isaform ofelectronicdocument inwhich dataare storedas a network ofnodesconnected
by links.Nodes can containtext,sourcecode,graphics,audio,video,orotherformsofdata.Hyper-
media documents arenormally meant tobe written,stored,retrieved,and readwithina computing
environment. Thus, theyspend theirentirelifeonlineratherthanon paper.
Supportingbothelectronicand conventionalpaper formsofdocuments isa key aspectofany current
system. While electronicdocuments may eventuallyreplacepaperones,thatday isnotathand. Even
inorganizationsinwhich professionalswork withina network ofworkstations,paperdocuments con-
tinuetobe important.Many usersprefertoediton paper ratherthanon screen.Most internaldocu-
ments must be printedforupper management toreadthem. And most documents thatgo outsidethe
organizationstillgo outthroughthemailsratherthan througha network.
There isalsoan interestinthecognitiveprocessesofitsusersthatisassociatedwith hypertextsys-
tems. Thisisbecausetheusersofhypertextdocuments must stillunderstandwhat theyread(orsee,
orhear....)and must constructrelationsbetween new informationand old,and between one ideaand
another.
The underlying model for most hypertext systems is a directed graph in which content units are
associated with the nodes and the sequences in which the reader may access them determined by the
links. However, a network of information has properties very different from those of a hierarchy. By
definition, a hierarchy addresses a single, high-level concept or purpose. Thus, it is well suited for
writers who wish to make a single point or produce a specific action by their document. A network has
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no such central thrust. Rather, itisan environment in which differentreaders may immerse them-
selvesfordifferentpurposes and with differentexpected results.Thus, the emphasis ison the experi-
ence ofthe reader _ather than any specificmotivation foraction. Hierarchical documents, on the other
hand, provide the reader with a sense ofthe whole by including high-leveloverviews that describe
what willfollow. Structural information ofthissortdoes not existin a directed graph.
Hypermedia systems are in a state of very active growth. The memory and speed requirements for a
hypermedia system are very large and only recently have there been implementations that work in a
reasonable amount of time. Hypermedia systems with the hierarchical features and ease of use
required for our application are not yet commercially available.
CONVERGENCE AND ITS IMPACT
There has been a progression ofin.formationrequirements awareness, interms ofdesign knowledge-
related technology developments. A trend toward convergence isdescribed, inwhich newer tech-
nologies are applied,and technology developments are shared across applicationdomains. The need
for interfacestandardization isidentifiedat thisstage ofdevelopment. A sample session forsystem
design synthesis,analysis,and capture illustratesthe benefits tobe derived from convergence.
Obiect-Oriented Systems DesisT1
The evolution ofdesign knowledge requirements, as represented inthe product data model, has been a
major advance. Object-oriented data base technology can provide a tightintegration between the data
model and the data base system. Rather than creating models tobe laterimplemented ina relational
data base system, the developer may use an object-orienteddata base inconstructing the model.
Previously described technologies will provide the capability to implement an increasingly intelligent,
object-oriented design process. Data General (McCaskey, 19 March 1987) and Hewlett-Packard
(Mladejovsky, 19 February 1987) have described developments which support this type of process for
design of electronic systems. Object-oriented design can revolutionize the style of computer support to
engineers.
Object-orienteddata base systems willprovide the opportunity toproduce object-orientedimplementa-
tionsofproduct data models. The Advanced Manufacturing Research Facility(AMRF) ofthe NIST
has begun an implementation utilizingthe GemStone system and preliminary information from the
PDES projectgroup of the IGES organization (Clark and Ressler, 1987; Ressler, 1987). MITRE has
initiallyconsidered the development ofprototype object-orienteddata bases by extending product data
models according tothe baselined concepts ofdesign knowledge capture (Wechsler, August 1987).
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In1987,theEngineeringInformationSystem (EIS)Program began. EIS has a decidedlyelectronic
productorientation.The Air Forcecontractteam headed by Honeywell willprovidethe servicesand
specificationsecessarytosupportcomputer aidedengineeringdesign.Thiseffortwillinclude
a. Framework fortoolintegration
b. Toolportability
c. Uniformityofthedesignenvironment
d. Exchangeofdesign information
EIS plans to develop an Engineering Information Model (ELM) and to implement it in an object-
oriented data base system (Linn and Winner, 1986).
A futureobject-orienteddesignsessionmight proceedthisway. The designerapproachesthedesign
systemwithconceptsand specificationsoffunctionality.While incapableofexpanding thedesignat
thisstage,thedesignermay expresshis/herviewpointthrough voiceorwrittentext,drawn orscanned
graphics,rules,programs,orstoredprocedures.The system recognizestheelementscreatedasobjects
and retainsgraphicaland nongraphicalinformationabout theobjectsand theirbehavior.Insteadof
dealingwithCAD filesand CAE programs,thedesignerrequestsanalysisinterms oftheobjectstobe
analyzed.The designsystem aidssuchsynthesisby assistingintheevaluationoftheanalysisresults
and by suggestingalternatives.Minimal human interactionisrequiredforroutinetasks,suchas
generationofpre-definedmanuals and reports.As a by-productofthisprocess,thedesigner'sexpres-
sionsand analysisare retainedby mass storagedevicesforfutureuse.
The most difficultaspectofimplementing thisscenariomay be inovercoming thehuman resistanceto
culturalchangetoachievethislevelofautomation.
Com_uter AidedSoftwareEn_neerin_
Computer Aided SoftwareEngineering(CASE) isa genericacronym fora groupingofsoftwarepro-
grams which automatespartsofthesoftwaredevelopmentprocess.CASE has been characterizedas
"...CAD/CAM forcodesmiths"(Stamps,1July 1987).The parallelismofCASE and CAD/CAM
evolutionconf_rmstheunderlyingcommonality ofproductand softwaredesignprocesses.
CASE alsohasapplicationforcontrolsoftwaredevelopment.Hughes AircraftCompany used Cadre
Technology'sTeamwork CASE environmenttoeliminateinconsistenciesfromam_dei-of factory
management control(CAM-[ News Alert,September 1987).Processesfordevelopingreal-time
equipment controlsarejudgedas 80 percentidenticaltodataprocessingdevelopment processes
(Rinaldi,August 1987).For uniquelyreal-timeelements,specialCASE aidssuchas statetransition
diagrams and matrixgraphshave been provided(IndexTechnology Corporation,1986).
Intheearly1980'sCASE consistedlargelyofa graphics-basediagramming capability.Firstexperi-
enceswithCASE showed productivitygainssimilartoearlyCAD, but first-generationabstraction
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tools did not lead naturally from structured analysis and design into data base design or code gener-
ation (Orr, August 1987).
CASE graphics tools are now being linked with the logic of software design. Data dictionaries in
current methodologies provide storage for functional elements of the software design, as well as of data
definitions t Index Technology Corporation, 1986, Ross, 1987).
Yet, integrated life cycle CASE software is still needed to support all phases of development, from
planning and requirements definition through testing, integration, and maintenance (Orr, August
1987).
Automated Code Generation
CASE systems which generate machine-readable code are becoming available. In these systems,
CASE provides software design rules with the data dictionary (Stamps, 1 July 1987). For example,
Pansophic Systems has agreed to link its Cobol code generator to Cadre Technology's Teamwork and
index Technology's Excelerator CASE tools (CASE Accord, 14 September 1987).
CASE Data Interchange
Visual presentation is a significant feature of CASE design analysis, for depiction of software objects
which do not have an inherently visual representation (Chang, January 1987). However, utilization of
visual representation raises within CASE the same problems of data exchange experienced within the
CAD/CAE community. Mr. Lou Mazzucchelli, president of Cadre Technology, characterizes the CASE
interchange requirement (Goering, 1 September 1987):
An interchange standard isn't a luxury for CASE vendors; it's a necessity. A lot of the major systems
we develop are built by prime contractors working with subcontractors. There's no way to ensure that
those people will all have the same tools, yet they all have to work together on large government
programs.
Cadre has developeda prototypeinterchangebetween Exceleratorand Teamwork, by usinga
semanticextensiontotheelectronicommunity'sEDIF interimstandard.Cadre has proposedthat
EDIF beextendedtoprovidean interchangestandardforCASE graphicand semantic output
(Goering,1September 1987).
Such a standardcouldprovidethecatalystforintegrationofCASE and CAE. Thisintegrationwould
allowdesignautomationtobe appliedata higherlevelofabstraction,suchas forsystem description
and partitioning.System analysisand simulationcouldthenbeconductedwithjointconsiderationof
hardware and software(Goering,ISeptember 1987).
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Future Developments
The next developn_ents for CASE will include (Meyer, March 1987; Coolidge, 31 August 1987}
a. A central data repository, accessible by a variety of tools
b. Expert systems to direct software reuse via centralized libraries
c. Automatic translation of specifications to application source code
AI Technology Trends
The momentum of AI technology development during this period of convergence indicates that
relevant developments may emerge from this field. Technology integration into multiple application
domains will aid the adoption of these developments. The following trends are probable for develop-
meat of AI techniques in design {Mitchell and Mostow, 14 July 1987):
a. Increasingdomain-specific systems
b. Multimodel, bottom-updesign
c. Increasing emphasis on reusability versus generation
d. Explicit reasoning about design goals
e. Interfacing AI methods with algorithmic methods
As expert system develop'meat tools, or shells, become increasingly easier to use and integrate, these
facilities will be made available directly to the end-user engineering organization (Schindler, 9 July
1987}. Such facilities will enable the designer to emulate and execute his/her own decision processes.
For example,Hughes AircraftusedtheNexpert Objectshelltoembed diagnosticsrulesintoa printed
circuitboardtester.The rulesutilizedesigndataand readingsfrom thetestertoproducediagnostics
orsuggestionsforfurthertests(Schindler,14May 1987).
Thisscenariocan be extendedtoa designteam inwhich a consensusofdesigndecisionlogiccouldbe
applied.
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SECTION 5
A DESIGN AND OPERATIONS KNOWLEDGE SUPPORT SYSTEM
FOR SPACE STATION FREEDOM
Now that design and operational knowledge valuable enough to require in computer form has been
defined, the support system which contains this knowledge has been described, and the state of
technology to implement such a support system has been assessed, the need and application to SSF can
be addressed.
SSF is an engineered system which is large, complex, and distributed with operational requirements
to support remote operation, real-time, long-term, nonstop mission and safety critical functions. This
makes it an ideal candidate for using a DOKSS. In fact, such a system is under development.
A key conclusiondrawn from thestatusofcurrentoperatingdesignknowledge supportsystemsand
thetechnologyassessmentofsection4 isthatthesesystems areveryuseful,cost-effective,and
productivesystemswhich can be builtusingcommercial softwareand hardware almostentirely.
Thissectionpresentsuserscenarios,ground rulesand guidelines,a conceptfora DOKSS forSSF, and
outlinespossiblerolesforTMIS, theSSE and theSpace StationInformationSystem (SSIS),and other
elements.Thisconceptprovidesthecontextfora conceptualdesignfortheJSC/WP-2 design
knowledge supportsystem.
After presenting this JSC/WP-2 conceptual design, the initial portion of this system, being imple-
mented in 1989, can be described. This initial portion embodies and demonstrates some of the
characteristics as a tool to obtain detailed user requirements for a complete system. Included is a brief
discussion of the initial operational capture of design rationale at JSC and MDSSC in 1989 and the
storing and use of this design knowledge. This section concludes with a discussion of additions of
remainingportionsand potentialimprovements totheJSC/WP-2 DOKSS.
USER SCENARIOS
The followingscenariosareexamples ofthepotentialutilityofa DOKSS foraddressingsystem
engineeringissuesforSSF. Such scenariosmight occurfrom thetimeofinitialdesignup to15,20,25
and more yearsafterthePhase ISSF isoperational.
ScenarioI:A designengineerneeds torecoverthereasoningbehindtheshape ofthecupolawindow in
ordertomake designdecisionson recortfigurationoftheresourcenodeofSSF.
ConsideradesigneroftheresourcenodeoftheSSF sittingata workstationwhich is"connected"tothe
DOKSS forSSF. With agraphicofSSF displayed,thedesignerwould pointwiththe mouse arrow to
the resourcenodecontainingthedesiredcupolaand clickthe mouse. The resourcenode willthenbe
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enlarged and displayed. In a similar manner the designer could zoom in on the -:Tola. At this time
the designer couldask for the DOKSS options available to him/her. These options could include
a. Display of CAD drawings of the cupola
b. Display of drawings and results from trade studies
c. Display of requirements and specifications from documents (text)
The design rationale behind the shape of the cupola window might be determined through selecting
any or all of the above options.
For example, trade studies results could be linked to other text which discusses the design decision
process from which the current configuration of the cupola window is reached and then its rationale_
The ease and speed of obtaining this rationale makes for better quality work and greater productivity'
by this designer. The display presents an example of the type of information available and the
structure of that information for the cupola structure object. This object shows a link to a section in
the SSF program requirements document which gives the requirements for the cupola.
Scenario 2: An assessment isneeded ofthe impacts ifthe weight ofthe standard data processor ISDP)
were increased I kg.
In this scenario, the user might be a project office staffperson who is asked to get this information to
support a management decision about a proposed change in memory size and radiation protection.
He/she could quickly zoom in and then select the attributes of the SDP which make up that object. The
user could then change the weight entry just for the purposes of this "What if?." calculation. This
weight change can then be allowed to ripple through all the parent objects which contain the SDP
object. This could automatically cause a recalculation of all the weights and centers-of-gravity of the
associated objects again just for the purposes of this question and not to make a version change to the
design. The user could be informed that this increase in weight might now exceed a particular Shuttle
manifest.
Scenario 3: During the design process for a piece of hardware, one promising option may increase the
projected power consumption of that hardware. The designer needs to know what effect this increased
power requirement may have on the overall system.
The _Vhat i_f?.n question may cause a simple simulation model program tobe executed. Several results
would be possible.The simulation may indicatethat itwould be necessary todecrease the power
availableto some other pieceofequipment. This may mean that the power available now fallsbelow
the minimum required forthat equipment. The user may be notifiedthat the power carrying
capabilityofa cable could be exceeded, indicatingthat unless the cable can be upgraded, the increase
inpower demand cannot be supported.
Scenario 4: An operations console operator needs todevelop a modified operations procedure fora new
distributedsystem configuration. The modified procedure isdependent on having an understanding of
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the various modes of operation and hence on the design of every portion of the spacecraft that has first
order involvementin any step in the operations procedure.
This scenario shows how operational and operations personnel may benefit by use ofa DOKSS. Con-
sider the operations procedure developer sitting at a workstation which is part of the DOKSS for SSF.
With a graphic drawing of SSF displayed, the developer would, in turn, point with the mouse arrow
and zoom into each element of SSF and click the mouse to ask for the DOKSS options available. These
options could include
a. Display of the descriptions of the operational modes, conditions necessary to use each mode, and
the effects achieved with each mode for the current system configuration
b. Display of the same descriptions for the planned configuration
c. FMEA's foreachconfiguration
d. The currentversionoftheoperationsprocedure
The currentprocedurecouldbe steppedthroughforeachmode oftheplannedconfigurationtocheck if
theconditionsnecessarytouse themode are met or violated(oruncertain)and tocheck theconse-
quencesofthelikelyfailuremodes. Thiswould aid inascertainingany modificationstotheprocedure
requiredtoaccommodate thenew systemconfiguration.By splicingany needed modificationsintoa
copyofthecurrentprocedure,themodifiedprocedureisachievedand storedforfuturereferencewith
linkstotheproperconfiguration.Clearly,easyand quick accesstosuchaccurateand authoritative
designand operationsknowledge willaffecthequalityofthemodifiedprocedureand the productivity
ofthedeveloper
GROUND RULES AND GUIDELINES
Definitionoftheground rulesand guidelinesisan importantstepinestablishinga DOKSS. A ground
ruleorguidelineisneededforthe DOKSS atthesystem leveland foreach necessaryelement. System
levelground rulesare
a. Meet theusers'needscost-effectively
b. Augment, don'tinvent
c. Stayinthe mainstream
d. Use existingresources,facilities,tools,etc.
e. Use integratedesign,notpiecemeal
f. Use informationassetmanagement philosophy
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g. Evolve to meet user needs better
h. Try to have compatible systems for SSF and NSTS
Meeting the users' needs is the reason for the DOKSS and its cost is minor compared to the long-term
benefits. The next ground rule is "augment, don't invent." Namely, this is an opportunity to use what
industry has already done and is in place. NASA is not leading in implementing this technology.
Inventing involves risk and time which is not appropriate here. Certainly NASA should support
research and advanced development in this technology, but not as a part of this DOKSS project.
Another related ground rule is "stay in the mainstream." Namely, the aerospace community, includ-
ing DOD, has a certain direction and momentum in specifying and implementing these systems which
NASA should recognize and leverage. "Use existing resources, tools, working groups, etc.," is part of
this ground rule. In specifying these ground rules and guidelines, NASA, being the customer, is
asserting its role as decision maker. The PSC can help in this activity. Community standardization
guidelines can be worked with the TMIS, SSE, and PSC organizations.
OBTAINING AND INTEGRATING USER REQUIREMENTS
Inventory of the existing and planned users and suppliers of design knowledge is best accomplished by
NASA and contractor work package personnel and supporting PSC personnel. However, a demon-
stration of a preliminary prototype which can show in detail how this system offers benefits is the best
method of communication. Once the concept has thus been shown to be a reality, user modifications
and requirements will be more likely.
OBJECT-ORIENTED MODELING CAPABILITY
An important and powerful concept for a DOKSS isthe object-orientedparadigm formodeling. The
object-orientedparadigm issimply: allreal world entitiesare "objects"which "may" act independently
ofallother objects.This supports a high degree ofmodularity. An objectcontains structuraland
procedural descriptionsofthe entity which itrepresents. These descriptionsare not visibleoutside of
the object.An objectisa "black box" which responds to"messages" from the outside world sent by
users and other objects.When an objectreceives a message, itperforms an appropriate action by
executing a procedure ("method") which may display itscontents,change itsinternal structure,cause
messages tobe sent toother objectsor perform any combination ofthe above. An objectmay be an
"instance"object(which represents a single entitywithin the environment) or a "class"object(which
represents a collectionofsimilarinstances). Objects are arranged inan "is-a"hierarchy such that the
most general classobjectisatthe root.As thishierarchy istraversed towards itsleaves,an object's
propertiesbecome more and more specialized.Instance objectsappear at the leaves ofthe hierarchy.
Attributes(methods and structure)are inherited through thishierarchy from ancestors (objectscloser
tothe root)by their more specializeddescendants. A major advantage ofan inheritance hierarchy is
that the common data do not have tobe stored with allobjects,which saves space and makes updating
shared data and methods simple, efficient,and modular. New objectsare oftendefined by copying the
genericdescriptionofa classobjectand customizing ittosatisfythe current need.
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COMPATIBILITY WITH DOKSS FOR THE NATIONAL SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEM
Both the Space Shuttle and SSF have life cycles longer than a decade. The interfaces between them
are more complex than simply that SSF is passive cargo since the assembly and checkout on-orbit
requires, for example, Space Shuttle remote manipulator modification and use. There is overlap in the
NASA line organizations which support bothprogramsl Although the NSTS program has been using
various design and operations data for some time, it could still benefit from the retrofit ofa DOKSS.
Since part of the intent of the design ofa DOKSS is to make the implementation details of the DOKSS
hidden from the user, it should be possible to design the NSTS and SSF design knowledge support
systems to be compatible, i:e., usable through the same user interface generally, even though the
precise services may be different or the data organized differently and supported with different
DDBMS's and the like.
Initial concept discussions with the Space Shuttle Orbiter prime contractor, Rockwell International,
indicate that many of the implementation details could also be similar and that the same user
interface may be possible for the Shuttle Orbiter and the JSC/WP-2 portion of the SSF. This is because
Rockwell has independently reached and implemented many similar approaches to those in this
technical memorandum due to its involvement in DOD programs such as IDS, CALS, and PDES.
A CONCEPT FOR A DOKSS FOR SPACE STATION FREEDOM
Section 3 provided a definition of the characteristics ofa DOKSS for any engineered system. For SSF,
there are seven major developmental organizations: WP-1, WP-2, WP-3, WP-4, and the Canadian,
European, and Japanese hardware and software portions of the program comprising "the engineered
system." Setting aside the non-U.S, portions, (although notable design knowledge capture efforts are
underway at least in Europe}, the DOKSS would encompass projects at four (at least} NASA Centers
and their prime and subcontractors, plus the Kennedy Space Center and the SSF Program Office
(Level II) in Reston, Virginia.
Severalexistingeffortsarecriticaltoincorporateintotheconceptand tosupplysufficientresourcesto
a DOKSS. The TMIS (SSP 30519,Rev.A),SSE, SSIS,Systems EngineeringSimulator(SES),and
MultisystemIntegrationFacility(MSIF) areprogram ortotal-station-levelactivitieswhich are
necessaryelementsoftheconcept(assumingtheyareadequatelyfunded).
Figure5 shows aconceptdiagram ofa possiblefutureSSF program DOKSS. The userportionsofthe
diagram representmultipleuserworkstationsOn local-areanetworks and TMIS wide-areanetworks
locatedatNASA LevelIIinReston,variousNASA Centers,work package prime contractorsand
subcontractorswithaccesstoCAD/CAE data,engineeringdatabases,and designer'sknowledge text,
graphics,and models.The SSE isa key portionofthe LevelIIpartoftheconceptforsoftwaredesign,
verification,and maintenance purposes.The SSE designhas many elements ofa DOKSS and has
recentlyadoptedCALS standardssuchasthestandardgeneralizedmark-up language (SGML). In
thisconcept,data,information,and knowledge accuracyismaintainedatitssinglesource.Accessis
supportedthrougha varietyofexistingand plannedhardware and operatingsystem combinations
enabledby opennetwork communications implemented by many vendors.The integratedsystem
conceptisenabledby object-orienteduserinterfacesand databaseswhich,inturn,interactwith the
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restof thesystem.OtherNASACentersandtheir contractorswillaccesstheJSC/WP-2 portion
through agateway totheprogram-wide TMIS network.
G
ROLES FOR TMIS, SSE, SSIS,SES, AND OTHER PROGRAM SYSTEMS
The DOKSS conceptassumes thevariousSSF program systemssuch asTMIS, SSE, SSIS,SES, and
MSIF essentiallyfulfillthefunctionsenvisionedforthem separatelyand,withoutusurpingtheir
responsibilities,integratethem cooperativelyintotheconceptofthe DOKSS. VariousSSF program
testbedsare possibleimportantsourcesofdesignknowledge.
The SSE isa collectionofsoftware,hardware,and procedureswhich willallowtheefficientcreation,
management, and integrationofground and flightsoftwaredevelopedforSSF. The factthatthis
softwarewillbe developedby multiplegeographicallydistributedcontractorsand thatitmust have an
expectedusefullifetimeof30 or more yearsimpliesthatspecialcapabilitiesmust be providedtorecord
and manage theproductsand artifactsofthesoftwaredesigneffortas itprogresses.Thisrecordofthe
softwaredesignprocessmust be availablebothtoprovidevisibilityand controlintothe software
designprocesstomake possibletheformidabletaskofsoftwareintegrationas wellas toensurethat
modificationsand technologygrowth overthelonglifetimeofSSF can be accommodated.
Designknowledge captureisaccomplishedintheSSE by providinga projectobjectbase which isa
centralrepositoryforalltheelements ofthedesignas theyarecreated.Thisprojectobjectbase will
have an object-orientedstructurewithmany possibletypesofobjects,relationshipsbetween objects,
and attributescharacterizingobjects.At each stageinthesoftwaredesignand development process,a
softwaredeveloperwillinteractwiththe projectobjectbaseviaprocessmanagement software.The
processmanagement softwarecontrolsallobjectsinthe projectobjectbaseand determines which
applicationsmay accessagivenobject.For instance,an Ada compilermay accessa completedAda
sourcecode,butnotan incompletesourcecodeor,forinstance,a requirementsdocument. Thiscapa-
bilityallowsthesystem toensurethatrequiredstepsinthe lifecyclemodel have beencompleted in
logicalorder.The processmanager isalsocarefultorecordwhich developerisworking on a particular
objectand willnotallowanyone elsetoaccessthatobjectwhileitisinwork. Finally,theprocess
manager automatestherecordingand identificationfnew versionsofdesignand development objects
sothatcomeigurationcontroland traceabilitymay be maintained.
The combinationofthecentralizedprojectobjectbaseand theprocessmanager providefortheauto-
maticcaptureand documentationofallthe majordesignproductsinthesoftwarelifecycleincluding
requirementsdocuments,designartifacts(Buhr-Boochdiagrams,dataelement dictionaries,etc.),
preliminarydesignlanguagecode,sourcecode,objectcode,and documentation.The concept,while
extensiveand essentialtotheSSF softwaredevelopmenteffort,doesnotextendtoexplicitlyrecording
thereasonsforparticulardesigndecisionsunlesstheyarespecificallyintroducedintonotesorother
objectattributes.As theSSE develops,thedesignknowledge captureprocessitselfisdesignedsothat
itmay evolvetoprovideforeasierand more completecaptureofallthedesigndecisionsand products
which area partofthesoftwaredevelopment process.
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CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF DOKSS FOR JSC/WP-2
Figure 6 shows theconceptual design ofa DOKSS supporting both the JSC portion of SSF activities
and the WP-2 portion of MDSSC and its subcontractors. Figure 7 shows the detail of the MDSSC
portion at Huntington Beach, California. In the context of the SSF program DOKSS shown in figure 5,
these concept diagrams provide more detail and some implementation choices. A detailed set of selec-
tion criteria for software based on initial DOKSS requirements was developed, and three software
options were studied before selection. The software selection was a major driver in hardware selection
These studiesare documented in MDSSC's DOKSS Plan (SY-08.1, November 1988). A major differ-
ence between the JSC and WP-2 systems is that the WP-2 system does not extend beyond the current
contract and does not cover the operations phase of the SSF program, as the JSC systems must. The
rationale for the development choices for this conceptual design are as follows:
a. It is compatible with our view of the SSF program design concept that data accuracy is to be
maintained at its source.
b. It takes advantage of JSC and MDSSC existing and planned computer systems (EDB, CAD VAX,
Apollo, Mac [I, etc.) and access is supported through a variety of hardware and operating system
combinations.
C. Local networking atJSC and MDSSC is enabled by a file serveron a SUN 3 and open network
communications with SUN's Network Services Architecture and Network File System
implemented by many vendors.
d. User friendly interfaces of icons, windows, menus, text, and graphics and object-oriented DBMS
software needs are met using COTS software: Analyst, Smalltalk, and Gemstone.
e, The JSC network and MDSSC network communicate through TMIS. JSC/WP-2 also communi-
cates with other SSF program elements through TMIS.
The development ofthe DOKSS user interfaceand demonstration must startearly in 1989 and
SUN 3 iscurrently the only platform simultaneously supported by Analyst, Smalltalk, and
Gemstone.
Gemstone isa multiuser object-orienteddata base management system that combines the function-
alityand security ofa mainframe DBMS and the power ofthe object-orientedparadigm. Virtually any
kind ofdata structures (text,numbers, drawings, maps, computer programs, expert system rules,
etc...)can be created and stored. Users define and manage c|assesofobjectsand associated operation
handles or methods. Gemstone isdeveloped based on the Smalltalk programming language. Develop-
ment work inGemstone may be done initsfront-end programming language calledOPAL (orTOPAZ
for VAX/VMS terminals). Comprehensive applicationsmay also be builtinSmalltalk or C and
interfacewith the Gemstone data base.
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SUN 3
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Network
Mac tl
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SUN 3 File Server
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Figure 7.-DOKSS hardware architecture.
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Integration with Engineering Data Bases
An important part:of the initial architecture is to provide for the integration of the DOKSS with
existing and planned engineering data bases. Data base integration will be implemented in three
phases. During the initial implementation period, no physical connection will exist between the
DOKSS and the engineering data bases. Data will be transferred by magnetic media.
As improved network capabilities are brought online, the DOKSS will be integrated with the
engineering data bases using a standard 2-schema approach as shown in figure 8a. In this approach,
the DOKSS is a single view into the engineering data bases.
When a full 3-schema approach is implemented as shown in figure 8b, the DOKSS workstations
become multiple views in the external schema, while the DOKSS knowledge server is represented by a
single internal schema that maps the physical structure of the captured design knowledge contained
in the DOKSS. This approach will provide transparent access to captured knowledge from any
networked location.
Functional Decomposition
An initial functional decomposition from the implementation point of view has been developed.
Figure 9 shows the DOKSS top-level functions. The system architecture, centered around an object
management system, identifies both user interfaces and interfaces to other computer systems.
Additions and Improvements
The DOKSS systems at JSC and MDSSC are intended to be completed in a phased development
recognizing yearly resource availability. This will enable not only additions of the remaining portions
of the DO KSS, but also support of additional aspects of the JSC and WP-2 portions of SSF. Potential
improvements to the JSC/WP-2 design knowledge support system are intended to be added in an
evolutionary manner in response to user needs.
INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPTURE
During 1989,JSC and MDSSC designknowledge supportteams are capturinghigh-leveldesign
decisionrationalefrom sourcessuch astradestudies,designreviews,and variousboard and panel
decisions.At JSC, projectofficeboardsand designreviewsnow includespecificallystructuredguide-
linesforpresentersand compilersofminutes which addresstherationalefordecisionsforcapture.
The same istrueatMDSSC forengineeringreviewboardsand the like.
Initially,thissetofrationaleisnotavailableonline.Itwillbeavailableoncethe initialDOKSS
elementsaredeveloped.Initialuseofthissetofrationalewillbe in 1990.
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SECTION 6
CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have presented some of the benefits, such as quality and cost savings, to be obtained from using
accurate and authoritative design and operations knowledge about an engineered system. The
general requirements for readily accessible design knowledge imply the need for a DOKSS as a
convenient-to-use information system delivered and operated with the engineered system. After
briefly looking at some example systems, we presented a detailed review of the underlying
technologies. This review supports the conclusion that integrating existing COTS products will
currently support a DOKSS for the benefit of SSF. Two key aspects are the COTS open systems
architecture products and the object-oriented user interfaces and data bases. As with any open sys-
tem, the DOKSS will provide additional capabilities as the underlying technology is improved. Our
concept allows for AI approaches to the DOKSS (such as knowledge engineering and knowledge
representation in knowledge bases) to contribute to the support for SSF knowledge-based systems.
A concept ofa DOKSS for SSF was given in which possible roles ofTMIS, SSE, SSIS, SES, and other
elements were outlined. User scenarios are included as examples of the benefits for using a DOKSS on
SSF engineering issues and operations.
For those who will use either the SSF DOKSS or other such systems in the future, we have attempted
to explain why these systems are useful and to elucidate the basic and essential characteristics and
features of such systems with sufficient detail for clarity that sufficient understanding of this new
capability is achieved. Because of the importance and value of design and operations knowledge,
organizational values and discipline in entering this knowledge are as important as any of the
technology.
The significance of the start that has been made in 1989 at JSC and MDSSC on two important
activities -- the routine operational capture of key parts of the rationale for design decisions on the
JSC/WP-2 portion of SSF (along with CAD drawings and engineering data bases) and the implemen-
tation ofa DOKSS for the JSC/WP-2 portion of SSF -- is that quality and cost savings benefits are
expected to begin accruing in proportion to the degree of use we can generate by meeting user needs
and the degree of development we can achieve to support those needs. However, until we are able to
reliably replace portions of the paper document system, such benefits will be much less than they
might be.
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APPENDIX: GLOSSARY
Attribute:
Property or c_',aracteristic of an entity.
Data:
Discrete recorded facts about phenomena in the data base enterprise.
Data Model:
A model which provides a methodology for capturing how data about (some part of J the real world are
related.
Data Modeling:
The process of using a data model to construct a model of a data base enterprise.
Data Base:
A collection of data and "associations" or "relationships"among those data.
Data Base Management System:
A system which provides facilities for denning and retrieving stored information and also provides a
basic protection mechanism for users and data.
Design Knowledge:
There are three kinds of design knowledge:
a. Physical design knowledge -- descriptions of the physical characteristics and system properties of a
system.
b. Design decision rationale -- provides substantiating information concerning design decisions.
c. Functionab%ehavioral knowledge -- describes the function and physical behavior of systems and
their components.
Design Knowledge Capture:
The process of capturing, analyzing, and maintaining design knowledge in a systematic machine-
interpretable form.
Design and Operations Knowledge Support System (DOKSS):
The DOKSS supports the design knowledge capture process and use of the captured knowledge
throughout the development and life of the engineered system (Space Station program).
Designer's Knowledge:
The reasoning behind the design, construction, and operation of a product or system.
Distributed Data Base:
A data base kept in dispersed locations on a computer network. Access to different parts of the data is
controlled by several different computers.
Engineering Data:
Data pertinent to the analysis, design, and construction of the system (Space Station Freedom).
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Entity:
An identifiable concrete or abstract item about which information is recorded.
i
Host:
A computer which provides a (computing) resource for itself and other machines on a local-or wide-
area network.
Information Asset Management Philosophy:
A philosophy which advocates treating information like any other capital asset with well structured
controls for its acquisition and disposal.
Integrity:
More precisely, the act of maintaining integrity is a process for ensuring -- as much as possible --that
the data in the data base are accurate and consistent at all times.
Network:
An interconnected collection of autonomous computers. Two computers are said to be interconnected [f
they can exchange data and/or share some computing resources with other.
Product:
A physical objectcreated using the designer'sknowledge.
Relation (informal data base related definition):
A tablein which each "row" represents a "record" and each "column" represents an "attribute"whose
value istaken from a predetermined domain. Note fora given table,the number ofcolumns isfixed.
Relational Data Base:
A collectionoftime-varying tables,i.e.,rows may be changed by insert,delete,and update operations
Spiral Approach:
An iterativerequirements/development]evaluation process forsoftware system development.
Subsystem:
An identifiableconstituent part ofa system (Space StationFreedom) consisting ofone or more system
components.
System:
A decomposable (and possiblydistributed)collectionoftasks or physical objectswhich together fulfill
a singlefunction (orphysical part ofthe Space Station Freedom).
System Component:
A nondecomposable unit ofa system. Itmay be a piece ofequipment, construction material, data,
software, a service,or personnel.
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